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Abstract
This thesis deals with the problem of online visual tracking of multiple
humans in an enclosed environment. The focus is to develop techniques
to deal with the challenges of varying number of targets, inter-target
occlusions and interactions when every target gives rise to multiple
measurements (pixels) in every video frame. This thesis contains three
different contributions to the research in multi-target tracking.
Firstly, a multiple target tracking algorithm is proposed which fo-
cuses on mitigating the inter-target occlusion problem during complex
interactions. This is achieved with the help of a particle filter, multiple
video cues and a new interaction model. A Markov chain Monte Carlo
particle filter (MCMC-PF) is used along with a new interaction model
which helps in modeling interactions of multiple targets. This helps to
overcome tracking failures due to occlusions. A new weighted Markov
chain Monte Carlo (WMCMC) sampling technique is also proposed
which assists in achieving a reduced tracking error. Although effective,
to accommodate multiple measurements (pixels) produced by every tar-
get, this technique aggregates measurements into features which results
in information loss.
In the second contribution, a novel variational Bayesian clustering-
based multi-target tracking framework is proposed which can associate
multiple measurements to every target without aggregating them into
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features. It copes with complex inter-target occlusions by maintaining
the identity of targets during their close physical interactions and han-
dles efficiently a time-varying number of targets. The proposed multi-
target tracking framework consists of background subtraction, cluster-
ing, data association and particle filtering. A variational Bayesian clus-
tering technique groups the extracted foreground measurements while
an improved feature based joint probabilistic data association filter
(JPDAF) is developed to associate clusters of measurements to every
target. The data association information is used within the particle fil-
ter to track multiple targets. The clustering results are further utilised
to estimate the number of targets. The proposed technique improves
the tracking accuracy. However, the proposed features based JPDAF
technique results in an exponential growth of computational complexity
of the overall framework with increase in number of targets.
In the final work, a novel data association technique for multi-target
tracking is proposed which more efficiently assigns multiple measure-
ments to every target, with a reduced computational complexity. A be-
lief propagation (BP) based cluster to target association method is pro-
posed which exploits the inter-cluster dependency information. Both
location and features of clusters are used to re-identify the targets when
they emerge from occlusions.
The proposed techniques are evaluated on benchmark data sets and
their performance is compared with state-of-the-art techniques by us-
ing, quantitative and global performance measures.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Visual Tracking
The enormous surge in processing power of computers with concomi-
tant increase in memory and the development of a tremendous variety
of sensors has raised the demand for sophisticated systems that can
extract, process and analyse useful information in many real-life con-
texts. Automatic analysis of the content of video camera recordings is
one example which has grown tremendously in the last decade. The
reason is the magnitude of video analysis applications, such as intelli-
gent traffic control, assisted driving, quality control in industry, human
identification, medical applications, video gaming, surveillance and se-
curity [5, 6].
Many of these applications require tracking of multiple objects which
is a fundamental issue in computer vision. The process of tracking mul-
tiple objects is usually known as multi-target tracking. It deals with
correctly detecting, identifying and finding locations of multiple desired
targets with the help of some noisy measurements obtained through a
number of sensors. Sensors other then video cameras have also been
used for some tracking applications. For instance laser-based tracking
systems have been developed for tracking targets such as aircraft, sub-
1
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marine vehicles and humans for surveillance purposes [7]. Depth sensors
such as Kinect have also been used for tracking body joints for video
gaming applications [8]. However, video cameras are the more widely
used and preferred source for obtaining measurements in most tracking
applications, because of the diversity of information available in video
recording which can be more helpful in identifying, and distinguishing
different targets.
Tracking multiple targets has an enormous significance in many ap-
plications. In cricket, bowling actions and batting styles of players can
be analysed by tracking different body parts. Tracking different parts
of the hands of people can help in automatic detection of sign lan-
guage [9]. Tracking multiple players in other sports such as basketball,
football and hockey can help to analyse the formations and perfor-
mance of players [10]. Visual tracking of multiple people can help in
counting people [11] for data analysis, security and transportation ap-
plications. Multi-target tracking is an essential part of human activity
analysis applications. For instance tracking can help to detect unusual
events such as unexpected movement or an accident in a monitored
area. Tracking has also been used for fall detection of elderly people
living alone. Multi-target tracking also has significance in applications
such as human robot interactions [3], gesture recognition, and activity
analysis of clients in a retail environment [5, 12].
Video camera based human tracking systems have also been used
for indoor applications such as the cocktail party problem [13]. This
problem deals with separation of audio sources in a gathering of sev-
eral people participating in a conversation in an indoor environment.
Humans have a unique ability to focus and separate one component of
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a mixture of audio sources. Colin Cherry [14] observed that humans
exploit both visual and hearing senses to solve the cocktail party prob-
lem. Therefore an efficient video tracking system which can successfully
track the locations of multiple people can therefore be highly helpful
in separating audio sources. However, these tracking applications are
challenging and require highly accurate tracking of the locations of mul-
tiple humans.
Applications such as surveillance, security and the cocktail party
problem require online processing of video frames. A tracker therefore
needs to locate and update the location of the desired multiple targets
after almost 1 every video frame.
Broadly speaking, a successful indoor multiple human tracking sys-
tem for applications such as indoor surveillance and the cocktail party
problem requires:
• An online estimation of the location of every human. This means
that the tracker should update the location of every target in
almost every video frame.
• A tracking system which should be capable of performing real
time processing.
• Identity of every human should be maintained while tracking mul-
tiple humans. In essence the tracking system needs to keep a
connection between the location of a target in the current and
previous video frames.
• Estimation of number of targets in every video frame. This is be-
cause the number of targets in an enclosed region does not always
1If occasional frames are missed when the frame rate is high the performance
will not substantially degrade.
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remain the same. Existing targets may leave or new targets may
enter the monitored region.
The non-rigid nature of the human body and its non-linear move-
ment makes the multi-target tracking problem challenging and compli-
cated. Close physical interactions together with partial and full occlu-
sion of targets add an additional complexity. Furthermore, the desire
to perform online tracking in indoor tracking applications introduces
an extra difficulty. This is because the online tracking applications re-
quire updated locations of targets after almost every frame, which is
difficult when targets are occluded and not visible in a video frame.
Occlusions and interactions are, however, easier to handle if a group of
video frames is processed together. colour
1.2 Bayesian Approach to Tracking
Enormous efforts have been made for tracking multiple targets in an
enclosed environment by using video cameras [1, 3, 15]. The most suc-
cessful among these efforts has been the Bayesian approach [5] for
multi-target tracking. Instead of tracking the exact location of multi-
ple targets, the Bayesian approach relies on estimating the probability
distribution of the state of targets. It utilises prior knowledge about
the state of targets to estimate a new state. It corrects these estimated
states with the help of the latest measurements available through a
sensor. In the case of visual tracking, the pixels of a video frame help
to update the predictions.
The advantage of Bayesian approaches is that they are helpful in
handling uncertainties in measurements and states of targets. These
uncertainties are due to the challenges associated with multi-target
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tracking. The Bayesian approach provides flexibility by estimating the
distribution of the state of targets.
Keeping in view the importance of indoor multi-target tracking and
the associated challenges, the focus of the thesis is to provide a robust
multi-target tracking system for tracking variable and unknown num-
ber of humans in an enclosed environment 2. In particular the target is
to develop a system which should provide reliable and accurate track-
ing result during occlusions and is capable of correctly estimating the
number of targets. This is achieved with the help of Bayesian tracking
techniques and reliable association of measurements to multiple tar-
gets. Particle filtering [5, 16] is one such technique which has been
used throughout the thesis along with sophisticated data association,
clustering and target estimation techniques.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
The aims of the thesis are to:
• Exploit Bayesian techniques and interaction models to develop
visual multi-target tracking framework for tracking multiple hu-
mans in an enclosed environment for applications such as audio
source separation.
• Develop robust data association techniques to handle complex
inter-target occlusions.
• Propose techniques for accurate estimation of number of targets
in the monitored enclosed region for unknown and varying number
of targets.
2As it is an enclosed environment the application domain in this thesis is limited
to a small number of targets, five is the maximum in this work.
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To achieve the required aims, the following objectives have been set to:
• Develop a new interaction model and use it within the particle
filtering framework to model complex inter-target interactions.
• Develop a new framework based on background subtraction, clus-
tering and data association techniques for robust multi-target
tracking.
• Propose a new clustering based target estimation technique for
accurate estimation of varying and unknown number of targets.
• Improve existing data association techniques and propose new
methods for successful association of multiple measurements to
every target to enhance the robustness of the tracking framework
towards occlusions and interactions.
• Evaluate the accuracy of the developed multi-target tracking frame-
work and improved techniques with the help of locally recorded
and benchmark publicly available data sets.
• Compare the developed techniques with state-of-the-art techniques
to validate their performance.
• Use global performance measures for the comparisons.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is focused on different aspects of the visual multi-target
tracking of humans in an enclosed environment. In the remaining six
chapters of the thesis the following topics are covered.
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Relevant Literature Review
Chapter 2 presents a relevant literature review related to the visual
multi-target tracking. This chapter first describes different challenges
associated with multi-target tracking in an enclosed environment. This
includes occlusions, handling variable and unknown number of targets,
effects of illumination conditions and the non-rigid nature of human
targets. Related techniques and work in the literature to overcome
these challenges are presented along with the limitations and drawbacks
of those methods.
Secondly, multi-target tracking algorithms are categorised accord-
ing to different tracking aspects. Applications of different categories of
tracking algorithms, relevant literature, their advantages and disadvan-
tages are also discussed.
Background Theory
Chapter 3 presents the necessary background theory related to the dif-
ferent techniques used in the thesis. Firstly, relevant Bayesian estima-
tion techniques are discussed along with their limitations and advan-
tages. Secondly, a few widely used and related clustering techniques
are discussed along with their advantages, disadvantages and reasons
for not using them in the tracking framework proposed in the thesis.
The clustering technique which is used in the research is also briefly
introduced along with its advantage in the visual multi-target tracking
applications. Thirdly, the famous data association methods, their ad-
vantages and disadvantages are discussed. The data association tech-
nique which is improved and discussed in the later chapters is also
briefly introduced.
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo Particle Filter Based Multiple Head
Tracking
Chapter 4 presents the first contribution of the thesis. To enhance the
sampling efficiency of the existing widely used importance sampling
technique in particle filters, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method based sampling technique is used within the particle filters.
To overcome occlusion problems, a new interaction model is described
which exploits colour and gradient features of targets. To further en-
hance the efficiency of the algorithm, a new weighted MCMC particle
filter is proposed. At the end of the chapter tracking results along with
a comparison with a state-of-the-art technique is presented.
A Variational Bayesian Clustering-Based Framework for Human
Tracking
Keeping in view the limitations of the technique proposed in Chapter 3,
a new multi-target tracking framework is proposed in Chapter 5. The
framework is based on background subtraction, clustering, data asso-
ciation and particle filtering techniques. The chapter presents different
stages of the framework in detail.
To handle the occlusion problem, an improved data association tech-
nique is proposed which is based on a joint probabilistic data associ-
ation filter (JPDAF). A novel clustering based technique for handling
the variable number of target is then presented. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed framework, the tracking results on two different
publicly available benchmark data sets are presented. Comparison with
two different state-of-the-art techniques and the technique presented in
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Chapter 4 are described.
Belief Propagation Based Data Association for Multi-Target Track-
ing
To address the limitations of the data association technique proposed
in Chapter 5, a novel data association algorithm is proposed in Chapter
6 for efficient association of measurements to different targets. The new
data association technique is based on a graphical method which helps
in handling occlusions more robustly and efficiently with a lesser compu-
tational complexity as compared to the technique proposed in Chapter
5. The computational complexity increases linearly with growth in the
number of targets as compared to the data association technique pro-
posed in Chapter 5 for which the complexity increases exponentially.
The data association algorithm proposed in Chapter 6 is used within
the multi-target tracking framework proposed in Chapter 5.
At the end of the chapter the performance of the tracking algorithm
with the proposed data association technique is compared with the
state-of-the-art tracking algorithms and tracking algorithm of Chapter
5, with the help of the publicly available video data sets.
Conclusions and Future Work
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and includes suggestions for possible
future related research directions.
Chapter 2
RELEVANT LITERATURE
REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to present challenges associated with human
tracking and to review important techniques available in the literature
for this purpose. There is a range of different methods in the literature
for tracking multiple targets. Different types of sensors have been used
in the literature for tracking multiple targets e.g. in [7] a laser range
finder is used to track multiple basketball players. However, the focus
of the thesis is visual tracking based on video camera recordings as
could be conveniently used in a room environment.
2.2 Challenges Associated with Multi-Target Tracking
Visual tracking of multiple targets has a number of challenges associ-
ated with it. These challenges are due to a large number of factors,
some of them are due to the nature of the targets, and some are due
to the surrounding environment, some are due to the number of tar-
gets. However, the focus of the thesis is to track humans in an enclosed
environment, therefore only the related challenges are discussed.
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2.2.1 Occlusions
The biggest challenge in tracking humans in an enclosed environment
is to handle partial and complete occlusions. This is because during
occlusions it is not possible to receive measurements originating from
the occluded object. Targets can be occluded by other objects of no
interest or can be occluded behind other targets. The performance of
the tracking algorithms depends on the level of occlusion and the du-
ration of occlusion. It is easier to recover the target when it is partially
occluded for a shorter period of time. However, the problem becomes
more challenging with increase in the level and duration of occlusion.
The problem becomes even more challenging when more than one tar-
gets physically interact or occlude each other.
Much effort has been made to solve the occlusion problem [1,3,17–
23]. One of the methods to overcome occlusions is to use audio localiza-
tion [17–19]. This can be helpful because the audio generally remains
unaffected by visual occlusions. So an approximate direction of the
speaker can be estimated with the help of audio measurements to cope
with occlusions. To use this technique it is required to make a strong
assumption that the occluded objects need to be speaking during oc-
clusion. Other approaches available in the literature attempt to solve
this problem with the help of multiple cameras [20,21]. This technique
requires an information exchange between cameras, and higher process-
ing speed is required to process the video frames from more than one
camera. Some of the available approaches try to overcome occlusions by
using 3-D calibration information [22, 23], whereas 2-D multiple track-
ing systems mainly rely on the appearance models of people. For in-
stance the kernel density-based approach is used in [24,25] while colour
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histograms, gradients and texture models are used to track objects [26].
These techniques form reference templates by extracting features using
the pixels, while the templates are updated continuously before the oc-
clusion occurs. The occlusion problem is solved by comparing these
templates with different segments of a video frame. This can be viewed
as an exhaustive search for a desired target which obviously requires
much processing time. These techniques are also highly sensitive to the
lighting conditions. Interaction models have also been tried to solve
the occlusion problem [1, 27]. The interaction model presented in [1]
describes a Markov random field approach to penalise the particles pre-
dicting states which may cause occlusions. This solution works well for
tracking multiple targets where two or more of them do not occupy
the same space, but it does not address the tracking failures caused by
inter-target occlusions during target crossovers.
Occlusions can be successfully handled with the help of efficient
association of available data to the targets. Most target tracking al-
gorithms adopt the hard assignment technique [17, 26, 28, 29] wherein
likelihood models are employed to calculate the probability of the mea-
surements. These probabilities are calculated by extracting features
from measurements. A detailed discussion on data association tech-
niques used in the literature for multi-target tracking, their advantages
and disadvantages are given in Chapter 3.
In a recently proposed technique [3] an approach relying on a joint
probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) is used to overcome oc-
clusions. This approach however fails to provide a robust solution to
mitigate the occlusion problem. This is because the identity of indi-
vidual targets is not maintained throughout the tracking interval. As
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a result the tracker may confuse two targets in close interaction and
eventually cause a tracker switching problem.
2.2.2 Variable Number of Targets
A second most challenging problem in visual human tracking in an
enclosed environment is to handle a variable and unknown number of
targets. The number of targets can change with time, new targets can
enter and existing targets can leave the region of interest.
Most multi-target tracking algorithms in the literature only consider
the case when the number of targets is known and fixed [13, 27, 29,
30]. In [1] a reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC)
sampling technique is described to handle variable number of targets
but in the experimental results a very strong assumption is made that
the targets (ants) are restricted to enter or leave from a very small
region (nest site) in a video frame. A combination of clustering and
particle filtering techniques is used in [3] to estimate the number of
targets. This approach estimates the number of targets on the basis
of number of clusters. Non-rigid bodies, such as humans, can produce
multiple clusters per target, therefore the number of clusters does not
always remain equal to the number of targets. Hence calculating the
number of targets on the basis of number of clusters can be inaccurate
in the case of human tracking.
2.2.3 Other Challenges
Tracking applications may be affected by variations in either local or
global illumination conditions. A significant change in the illumination
conditions may cause a failure of a tracker. Efforts have been made
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to overcome the tracking failures due to the change in illumination
conditions [31, 32].
Some of the other possible challenges associated with the visual
tracking are:
• Human targets can have similar appearance.
• Computational complexity of the tracking algorithm may increase
with increase in number of targets.
• Non-rigid shape of targets.
• Size of humans may change depending on how close they are to
the camera.
Keeping in view the challenges associated with multiple human
tracking, a huge amount of effort has been made especially in the last
decade to successfully track humans. The next section describes few of
the important categories of multi-target tracking algorithms.
2.3 Categories of Multi-Target Tracking Algorithms
There are several ways in which multi-target tracking algorithms can
be categorised. Categories of tracking algorithms which are used in
the literature for tracking humans while handling variable number of
targets and occlusions are discussed below.
2.3.1 Group vs Individual Tracking
The first way to distinguish the multi-target tracking algorithms is how
they can handle the dimensionality of the targets. A first category of
multi-target tracking algorithms includes all the targets into a single
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state and instead of tracking individual states of every target they track
a single joint state of all the targets [1,27,33–37]. This is considered as
group tracking.
In [27] to handle the group tracking, the interactions between group
members are modeled with the help of repulsive force. In [38] a coor-
dinated group tracking model is presented which is based on the group
structure transition model, whereas the posterior distribution over a
high dimension joint state of all the targets is estimated with the help of
an efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling (MCMC) technique. A
similar technique is presented in [1,33] which uses an MCMC technique
for sampling; whereas to model the interactions between the targets it
proposes a Markov random field (MRF) interaction model. In [36] a
single group of targets is divided into smaller clusters of targets and
instead of tracking a single group or every individual target, it tracks
smaller groups of targets. Every cluster is considered as an extended
target in which targets may split, merge, appear or disappear.
A graphical approach for solving the group tracking is presented
in [37], wherein groups of targets are considered as undirected graphs.
Each node of the graph represents a target within a group. Instead of
assigning the targets to the groups the connections between the targets
is modeled by using these undirected graphs.
The group tracking techniques provide encouraging tracking results
for tracking large numbers of targets (from ten to hundreds of tar-
gets [37]), whereas modeling inter-target occlusion becomes difficult
with these methods. This is because individual targets in a group can
exhibit independent movements. Therefore, this category of tracking
algorithms is not highly suitable for indoor tracking of individual tar-
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gets where the number of targets is not high, but modeling interactions
between individual targets is inevitable.
The second category of multi-target tracking algorithms individu-
ally tracks every target. These algorithms track multiple targets by
running multiple trackers [3, 39, 40]. In [3], multiple particle filters are
used to track multiple targets, whereas in [40] sampled version of joint
probabilistic data association filters (JPDAF) are used to handle multi-
target tracking.
This category of multi-target tracking algorithms helps to individu-
ally model the movement of every single target and interactions between
them. These techniques also help to overcome complex inter-target oc-
clusions. However, they are only appropriate for a smaller number of
targets. Tracking larger and coordinated groups becomes complex to
track with these types of algorithms.
2.3.2 Choices of Data Association Techniques
The multi-target tracking algorithms can be distinguished on the basis
of their data association technique for associating measurements to the
targets. The first category of tracking algorithms uses a hard assign-
ment technique for this purpose [26, 41]. In this category of tracking
algorithms, each measurement is assigned to only one target. These
data association techniques are simple to implement and computation-
ally less complex. However, the hard assignment techniques may result
in wrong identifications when targets are closely interacting or partially
occluded. Therefore, it may produce tracking errors in such scenarios.
A second category performs soft assignments. These algorithms
assign a measurement to multiple or even all the targets [3, 40, 42, 43].
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These algorithms probabilistically assign every measurement to every
target. This helps to achieve better results when targets approach or
occlude each other. A detailed discussion on different data association
methods is presented in Chapter 3.
2.3.3 Online vs Batch Tracking
In batch processing based tracking algorithms the measurements are
processed in groups or batches. In the case of video based multi-target
tracking, small batches or groups of video frames are processed to-
gether. In essence, tracking results are not produced after every indi-
vidual video frame, but are deferred to future processing. The major
advantage of these algorithms is that they are very useful to handle
occlusions. If an object is not detected in a current frame but was
successfully detected in the previous and the next video frames then a
correct track of the target can be obtained with these tracking algo-
rithms.
In the tracking algorithm [44], detection is performed on individual
targets and then these targets are linked together in a small batch of
frames. Finally, links across the batches are developed to obtain a
complete trajectory of every target. However, the linking step becomes
difficult in the case of multi-target tracking. This step is reformed
in [44] wherein a k-shortest paths optimization algorithm is used to
optimise the linking step.
In [10], a similar technique is used to track multiple basketball play-
ers. In the first stage of the algorithm, targets in individual frames are
detected, then in the second stage they are linked across a small batch
of frames to form tracklets. In the final stage, the tracklets are linked
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together to develop complete tracks of multiple targets. Undirected
graphs are used to link the tracklets wherein nodes of the graph rep-
resent tracklets and belief propagation [45] is used for the purpose of
linking tracklets.
As mentioned earlier, these batch processing tracking algorithms
can efficiently handle occlusion problems, however, they are not appli-
cable in many online tracking applications such as surveillance, video
conferencing, intelligent transportation, human computer interface [5,
13, 46] and cognitive robots [3, 47]. This is because these tracking ap-
plications require location of targets after almost every video frame.
The second category of tracking algorithms performs individual
frame based tracking. At every received video frame, these algorithms
detect targets and link them with their previous tracks. Additionally
they start a new track when a new target enters, or deletes a track
when an existing target leaves the monitored area.
These algorithms generally follow Bayesian methods (particle or
Kalman filtering) to predict and update the state of all the targets at
every time step. The update is performed with the help of current or
previous measurements [1,3,27,33]. In [3] an online tracking framework
is developed for tracking multiple targets with the help of Bayesian
filtering and the JPDAF. It predicts the states of targets with the help
of a particle filter and assigns weights to particles with the help of
data association information obtained due to the JPDAF. It uses an
additional particle filter for tracking the number of targets at every
video frame. Similarly, [1, 27, 33, 37] use different versions of particle
filtering for online tracking of multiple targets.
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2.3.4 Detection and Tracking
The fourth way to distinguish between the tracking algorithms is based
on the dependence of the tracking algorithms on the detection of mul-
tiple targets. A category of tracking algorithms relies on the detection
of targets in every video frame. Algorithms such as [48–50] use people
detectors to generate initial tracking hypotheses and then use further
strategies to link targets over different frames. State-of-the-art people
detection algorithms [51, 52] provide reliable people detection results.
However, these algorithms have limitations when inter-target occlusion
is severe and most parts of a person are occluded by another target.
In [53] a robust multiple person detector is presented which can detect
up to two people even when one of the persons is occluded more than
50%.
The detection based tracking algorithms perform well and can track
multiple targets during complex occlusions. However, these algorithms
require large amounts of training data to train the detectors. These
algorithms exhaustively search targets in every video frame. This makes
them slow and practically unsuitable for real time tracking applications.
The second category of tracking algorithms does not depend on a
beforehand detection of targets. These algorithms mostly use state
transition models to predict the new state of targets, these predic-
tions are then updated with the help of latest received measurements
[1, 26, 27, 33, 37, 54, 55]. To handle the interactions and occlusions, this
category of tracking algorithms uses interactions models to model the
interactions between targets. In [26], particle filtering is used to track
targets. A constant velocity model [56] is used to predict the current
sate of a target while multiple video cues are used for likelihood mod-
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eling which updates the predictions. However, the proposed algorithm
is used for single target tracking. In [1, 33] the MCMC based parti-
cle filtering algorithm is used for tracking multiple targets. To handle
the occlusions it uses an MRF interaction model, which penalises the
particles which may cause failure of the tracker during close interac-
tions. This algorithm performs well for close interactions but does not
provide any solution for tracking failures which occur due to partial or
full occlusions. In [27] an interaction model based on repulsive forces
is proposed which can handle close interactions of groups of targets.
However, inter-target occlusion is not discussed.
A third category of such algorithms uses a basic detection technique
such as background subtraction to detect desired targets. To handle
close interactions and partial occlusions these algorithms perform data
association. In [3] a similar approach is followed wherein a standard
JPDAF filter is applied for measurement-to-target association. This
technique produces encouraging results in terms of close interactions
and partial occlusions. However, because features of targets are not
considered, the tracker sometimes fails when targets come out of com-
plete occlusions.
2.3.5 Handling Multiple Measurements
The multi-target tracking algorithms can also be classified on the basis
of their capability of handling multiple measurements originated from
a single target. Most of the existing multi-target tracking techniques
rely on the assumption that every target generates a single measure-
ment [1,13,26,40,57]. However, in the case of visual tracking of multiple
humans, every human may generate more than one pixel. A category
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of tracking algorithms adopts a preprocessing step which accumulates
measurements originating from a target into features. Instead of as-
signing every individual measurement to an individual target, these
algorithms assign aggregated features to targets. This is how a group
of measurements is represented by a single measurement. These track-
ing algorithms mainly rely on the appearance models of people. For
instance [24,25] use the kernel density-based approach. A particle filter
based approach is proposed in [26] which uses three different features,
colour, gradiant, and texture to accumulate measurements into fea-
tures. An extended object tracker is proposed by [57] which can handle
multiple measurements per target. However, it is only suitable for one
target, secondly it assumes that a target can produce only a fixed and
known number of features. A mixture particle filter is proposed in [58]
which is capable of handling multiple measurements, however it fails
to maintain the identity of targets during close interaction of targets.
Similar techniques have been proposed in [24, 25, 59–61, 61]. A state-
of-the-art technique in [1] can also handle only one measurement per
target.
Aggregating multiple measurements into a single measurement by
extracting features, results in loss of information, and therefore tracking
failures occur during close interaction and partial occlusion of multiple
targets.
Alternatively, another category of tracking algorithms first groups
the measurements into clusters [3] and instead of assigning individual
measurements, clusters are assigned to the targets. This helps to over-
come information loss. However, the technique due to [3] fails to keep
track of the identity of all the targets when they emerge from occlusion.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter, classification of existing multi-target tracking algo-
rithms along with famous techniques used in the literature to overcome
tracking challenges have been presented. Advantages and disadvantages
of studied algorithms have been briefly summarised. The discussion in
the chapter implies that despite the large number of algorithms avail-
able in the literature there is still an online multiple human tracking
algorithm required which can (1) provide lossless tracking by handling
multiple measurements per target; (2) robustly handle tracking failures
due to occlusions by maintaining unique identity of every target; (3)
correctly estimate a number of targets in every video frame; (4) handle
close interactions of multiple targets. Therefore the focus of the thesis
is to overcome these challenges.
A detailed discussion along with a brief review of the techniques
which will be used in the thesis have been presented in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
BACKGROUND THEORY
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides background knowledge about important tech-
niques related to indoor tracking which will be used in the thesis. Sec-
tion 3.2 defines human tracking in terms of state estimation. Bayesian
inference techniques for state estimation are explained in Section 3.3.
The clustering problem along with essential background theory for per-
forming clustering are explained in Section 3.4. A few of the important
data association techniques are discussed in Section 3.5. Performance
evaluation criteria used in the thesis for comparing different tracking
algorithms are described in Section 3.6.
3.2 State Estimation Problem
In multi-target tracking the primary objective is to estimate the posi-
tions of targets. In terms of the focus of the thesis the desire is to esti-
mate the number and positions of persons in an enclosed environment
by keeping track of their identities. Different variables to be estimated
can be grouped together to form one state vector X. However, in the
techniques proposed in the later chapters of this thesis, the state rep-
resents the location and velocity of targets. The state of an individual
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target i in video frame k is represented as xik while a joint state of all
the targets is represented as Xk. The goal is to track the state of every
target during the monitoring interval. This is achieved with the help of
the observed measurements Y through a sensor. In the case of multiple
human tracking only one video camera sensor is used throughout this
thesis. Therefore, measurements used throughout the thesis are pixels
of video frame. To accommodate multiple measurements per target,
these pixel measurements have been used to extract features in Chap-
ter 4. In Chapters 5 and 6, Yk represent coordinates of pixels of frame
k. In every video frame k the state Xk of all the targets is tracked with
the help of measurements Yk.
There are two different prominent estimation techniques for esti-
mating the state Xk. The first one is a frequentist estimation [62]
technique in which the state Xk is estimated by optimizing the data
likelihood function p(Yk|Xk). This is known as maximum likelihood
estimation technique. In the second estimation technique, the state es-
timation problem corresponds to estimating the probability distribution
p(Xk|Yk). This is known as a Bayesian estimation approach. Bayes’
theorem for estimating the distribution p(Xk|Yk), can be formulated
as
p(Xk|Yk) ∝ p(Yk|Xk)p(Xk|Yk−1) (3.2.1)
where p(Xk|Yk) is known as a posterior distribution of the state to
be estimated; whereas p(Xk|Yk−1) represents prior probability of the
state which itself is calculated on the basis of measurements at k − 1
while p(Yk|Xk) is a measurement model also known as a likelihood
model. This type of estimation technique is also known as a maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimation. In the thesis the Bayesian estimation
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technique is used for estimation of the posterior distribution p(Xk|Yk)
from which the MAP state estimate is found.
3.3 Bayesian Inference for State Estimation
The Bayes’ filter sequentially estimates the posterior distribution of the
state Xk at every time step k with the help of current measurement Yk
and some prior p(Xk|Yk−1). Estimation at time step k is performed in
two basic steps; prediction and correction. In the prediction step, state
Xk is estimated with the help of the knowledge from the previous state
Xk−1. This step involves the state model to predict the prior proba-
bility distribution of the state Xk by using the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation [16]
p(Xk|Yk−1) =
∫
p(Xk|Xk−1)p(Xk−1|Yk−1)dXk−1 (3.3.1)
where p(Xk|Xk−1) represents the state transition model and p(Xk−1|Yk−1)
represents the posterior probability of the previous state at time step
k − 1. Note, the integral is performed over the dimension of the state.
After predicting a new state, in the second step the prediction is cor-
rected with the help of current measurements Yk. This is performed by
estimating the posterior distribution p(Xk|Yk) with the help of Bayes’
theorem (3.2.1). A graphical representation of the Bayes’ filter is shown
in Fig. 3.1, with the state evolving from left to right. Kalman filter
(KF) is one of the possible implementations of the Bayes’ filter. How-
ever, the basic KF provides an optimal solution for tracking the states
of targets when the state transition is linear and the posterior distri-
bution of the state is Gaussian. An extended Kalman filter (EKF) is
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Figure 3.1. Graphical representation of the Bayes’ filter
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a suboptimal approach which helps to avoid the assumption of linear
models. It linearises the non-linear models and provides an approximate
estimation of the state but it is known to have stability problem [5].
Moreover, the KF and its variants do not provide a solution for the
second assumption about the Gaussian posterior distribution. There-
fore they are not well suited for the human tracking problem because
human motion does not always follow a linear transition, and the pos-
terior distribution of the state does not generally form any parametric
distribution.
Monte Carlo methods or particle distributions are non-parametric
distributions which provide an approximation to any form of posterior
distribution. They exploit a finite number of particles/samples from
a distribution to construct the desired posterior distribution. Particle
filtering is one of the Monte Carlo techniques which is used throughout
the thesis to estimate the posterior distribution of states of targets.
3.3.1 Particle Filter
Particle filtering [16] is a popular solution for suboptimal estimation
problems especially in the nonlinear and non-Gaussian scenario. If the
required distribution of all the states up to time step k is represented
as p(X0:k|Y1:k). The particle filter represents the required posterior
distribution by a set of random samples with associated weights and
estimates the posterior distribution based on the samples and their
weights. This can be described by the following equation (3.3.2)
p(X0:k|Y1:k) ≈
Ns∑
s=1
wskδ(X0:k −X
s
0:k) (3.3.2)
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where wsk denotes the weight of the s
th particle and Xs0:k represents the
sth particle. For most of the problems the samples cannot be taken from
the desired probability distribution p(X0:k|Yk) because it is unknown.
The solution is to introduce another known probability distribution and
to take the samples from this known proposal distribution to estimate
the actual posterior probability distribution. This concept corresponds
to the prediction step of Bayesian estimation. Importance sampling is
one of the widely used sampling technique to draw random samples.
3.3.1.1 Importance Sampling
Importance sampling relies on a known proposal distribution known
as importance distribution q(X0:k|Y1:k). Samples are taken from this
known distribution and they are assigned weights which can be defined
with the following equation [63]
ws ∝
p(Xs0:k|Y1:k)
q(Xs0:k|Y1:k)
(3.3.3)
The importance distribution q(X0:k|Y1:k) is chosen such that it should
be as similar as possible to p(X0:k|Y1:k). Ideally speaking the impor-
tance distribution should be the posterior distribution p(X0:k|Y1:k). An
importance distribution is chosen which can be factorised as [16]
q(X0:k|Y1:k) = q(Xk|X0:k−1,Y1:k)q(X0:k−1|Y1:k−1) (3.3.4)
To evaluate an equation to calculate the weights of the particles,
the probability distribution p(Xk|Yk) is defined as
p(X0:k|Y1:k) =
p(Yk|X0:k,Y1:k−1)p(X0:k|Y1:k−1)
p(Yk|Y1:k−1)
(3.3.5)
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If p(X0:k|Y1:k−1) is factorised as in equation (3.3.4) then equation (3.3.5)
can be modified as
p(X0:k|Y1:k) =
p(Yk|X0:k,Y1:k−1)p(Xk|X0:k−1,Y1:k−1)p(X0:k−1|Y1:k−1)
p(Yk|Y1:k−1)
(3.3.6)
where the denominator is known as evidence and is a normalisation
factor. So the equation (3.3.6) can also be written as
p(X0:k|Y1:k) ∝ p(Yk|X0:k,Y1:k−1)p(Xk|X0:k−1,Y1:k−1)p(X0:k−1|Y1:k−1)
(3.3.7)
If it is assumed that Yk only relies on Xk (Xk is the joint state of
all the targets at time index k) and make use of first order Markovian
assumption i.e. p(Xk|X0:k−1,Y1:k−1) = p(Xk|Xk−1), following can be
obtained
p(X0:k|Y1:k) ∝ p(Yk|Xk)p(Xk|Xk−1)p(X0:k−1|Y1:k−1). (3.3.8)
These assumptions are used throughout the thesis. Using equations
(3.3.4) and (3.3.8) in (3.3.3) yields
wsk ∝
p(Yk|Xsk)p(X
s
k|X
s
k−1)p(X
s
0:k−1|Y1:k−1)
q(Xsk|X
s
0:k−1,Y1:k)q(X
s
0:k−1|Y1:k−1)
(3.3.9)
where
p(Xs0:k−1|Y1:k−1)
q(Xs0:k−1|Y1:k−1)
= wsk−1 (3.3.10)
furthermore, if it is assumed that q(Xs0:k−1|Y1:k−1) = q(X
s
k−1|Yk−1),
the final equation for the calculation of the weights of the particles
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becomes
wsk ∝ w
s
k−1
p(Yk|Xsk)p(X
s
k|X
s
k−1)
q(Xsk|X
s
k−1,Yk)
. (3.3.11)
By using the Markovian assumption the posterior distribution at k
can be approximated with the help of the following sequential form of
particle filter
p(Xk|Yk) ≈
Ns∑
s=1
wskδ(Xk −X
s
k) (3.3.12)
where wsk is defined in equation (3.3.11).
3.3.1.2 Resampling
In an ideal case the importance density must be equal to the desired
posterior distribution of the state. In practical cases it is not possible
to select the importance density which is exactly equal to the desired
posterior distribution. Hence the variance of the importance weights
increases with time [64]. The increase in the variance of the parti-
cles produces a degeneracy problem, which results in the depletion of
the population of particles after a few iterations. Most particles drift
far enough for their weights to become too small to contribute to the
probability distribution of the target state [47]. After some recursive
steps, all but one particle will have negligible weight. As in [65] effec-
tive sample size Neff can be used to calculate a suitable measure of
degeneracy
Neff =
1∑Ns
s=1(w
s
k)
2
. (3.3.13)
A smaller value of the effective sample size Neff indicates a greater
degeneracy and vice versa. It should be equal to Ns when all the par-
ticles have uniform weights. The solution to degeneracy is resampling.
Whenever the effective sample size goes below a predefined threshold
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value, resampling is required.
Suppose the importance sampling approximation of the target dis-
tribution p(Xk|Yk) is represented as pˆ(Xk|Yk). This approximation is
based on the weighted samples from the importance density q(Xk|Yk).
The resampling process eliminates the samples with low weights and
concentrates on the samples with high weights. The resampling process
generates Ns samples from the approximate probability distribution
pˆ(Xk|Yk) and assigns equal weights 1/Ns to every particle. There are
different resampling techniques available in the literature, two of the
most common techniques are systematic resampling [66] and residual
resampling [67, 68]. The systematic resampling is however a preferred
technique because of its simple implementation and better resampling
quality [16, 69].
Although the resampling step reduces the degeneracy problem of
particle filters, it introduces another problem known as sample im-
poverishment [16]. The problem occurs due to the repetition of the
points in the samples and hence it reduces the diversity of the parti-
cles. In a very severe case all the particles may collapse to a single
point within a few iterations. Some techniques have been proposed to
overcome the sample impoverishment problem, one such technique is
explained in Chapter 4 where the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
technique [70] is used for the purpose of sampling the particles.
3.3.1.3 Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) Filter
There are various versions of particle filters available in the literature.
The different versions of particle filters come under a general class of
particle filters known as sequential importance sampling filters. The
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major difference between the different versions of the particle filters is
based on the choice of importance sampling density and the resampling
technique. A few of the most popular versions of particle filters are
• Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) Filter [63]
• Auxiliary Sampling Importance Resampling (ASIR) Filter [71]
• Regularised Particle Filter [72]
The SIR filter is the most basic particle filter which requires some
weak assumptions. The state and the measurement models need to
be known to implement the SIR filter. Also the likelihood function
p(Yk|Xk) needs to be known. The following choice of importance sam-
pling density and resampling algorithm are used in the SIR filter:
• Prior distribution p(Xk|Xk−1) is used as an importance density.
• Either systematic or residual resampling technique can be used
for resampling the particles.
Using the prior distribution as an importance density in equation (3.3.11)
yields
wsk ∝ w
s
k−1p(Yk|X
s
k) (3.3.14)
As the resampling step is performed at each time step therefore wsk−1 =
1/Ns, which is a constant and hence the final equation for the calcula-
tions of weights becomes
wsk ∝ p(Yk|X
s
k) (3.3.15)
A possible implementation of the SIR filter is described in Algorithm
3.1 [16]. In Algorithm 3.1, the first step which draws the samples from
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Algorithm 3.1 SIR Particle Filter
[Xsk, w
s
k]
Ns
s=1 = SIR[(X
s
k−1, w
s
k−1)
Ns
s=1,Yk]
Step 1
1: for s = 1 : Ns do
2: Draw Xsk ∽ p(Xk|Xk−1)
Step 2
3: Calculate wsk = p(Yk|X
s
k)
4: end for
5: Calculate the total weight: S =
∑Ns
s=1w
s
k
6: for s = 1 : Ns do
7: Normalise: wsk = S
−1wsk
8: end for
9: Resample using RR or SR algorithm
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p(Xk|Xk−1) is the prediction step, while the rest of the algorithm is the
update step which involves calculation of weights and resampling.
A particle filter is used throughout the thesis for estimating the
states of multiple targets. A new interaction model and MCMC sam-
pling technique are combined with a particle filter in Chapter 4. For effi-
cient association of multiple measurements to targets, clustering based
data association and tracking techniques are proposed in Chapters 5
and 6. The next section aims to provide background knowledge about
clustering.
3.4 Clustering
Chapter 5 of the thesis proposes a technique for assigning groups of
measurements to every target. The grouping of measurements is per-
formed with the help of a clustering algorithm. This section gives an
overview of a few clustering techniques which provides the basis for the
clustering technique used in Chapter 5.
The purpose of clustering is to group the measurements to represent
different blobs (this term is adopted as in [73]) of measurements. If
K is the total number of clusters then each cluster q is represented
by its centre µq. The goal of the clustering is to find the number of
clusters, their centre points and the assignment of measurements to the
clusters. For each measurement yjk a binary indicator b
j,q
k ∈ {0, 1} is
used to describe to which of the K clusters that the measurement yjk
is assigned. If for example the measurement yjk is assigned to the q
th
cluster then bj,qk = 1 and b
j,l
k = 0 for l 6= q.
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3.4.1 K-means Clustering
The clustering problem can be solved by using the K-means cluster-
ing technique [74] which optimises an objective function which can be
defined as
J =
M∑
j=1
K∑
q=1
bj,qk ‖y
j
k − µq‖
2. (3.4.1)
where M represents the total number of measurements. The goal is
to find values of bj,qk and µq to minimise the objective function J . K-
means clustering solves the clustering problem in two simple steps. In
the first step it chooses an initial values of µq for cluster q and minimises
J with respect to bj,qk by keeping µq constant and in the second step
it minimises J with respect to µq by keeping b
j,q
k constant. This two
step process is repeated until the algorithm meets some convergence
criterion.
One of the limitations of the K-means clustering is that it uses a
squared Euclidean distance to measure the dissimilarity between a mea-
surement and the centre of the cluster. This limits the robustness of the
algorithm especially in the case when the measurements are pixels of
the video frame. Another limitation of the K-means algorithm is that
it requires a predefined number of clusters, which is unknown in the
tracking problem for a variable number of targets. The K-means algo-
rithm has another feature that it uniquely assigns every measurement
to only one cluster by defining the stage of uncertainty of the assign-
ments. A probabilistic technique can be a more suitable approach to
obtain soft assignments.
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3.4.2 EM Clustering
In the context of probabilistic clustering, instead of minimizing the cost
function J the probability of a measurement p(Yk) is maximised. The
clustering problem can be viewed as fitting mixtures of Gaussians to
the measurements [74]
p(yjk) =
K∑
q=1
Cj,qk N (y
j
k|µq,Σq) (3.4.2)
where each Gaussian density N (yjk|µq,Σq) is a component of the mix-
ture with mean µq and covariance Σq. The mixing coefficient C
j,q
k
represents a prior probability of picking the qth component of the mix-
ture.
The Gaussian mixture is basically controlled by the mixing coeffi-
cient Cj,qk , mean µq and the covariance Σq. This means that the clus-
tering problem can be seen as setting the values of these parameters.
One way of estimating these parameters is to maximise the log likeli-
hood function shown in equation (3.4.2). If it is assumed that all the
measurements are drawn independently from the distribution, then the
Gaussian mixture model shown in equation (3.4.2) can be represented
as [74]
ln p(Yk|Ck,µ,Σ) =
M∑
j=1
ln
K∑
q=1
Cj,qk N (y
j
k|µq,Σq). (3.4.3)
The maximum likelihood technique has significant problems which
make it inappropriate to implement with Gaussian mixtures. One of
the problems is the presence of singularities in which one of the com-
ponents of the mixture may go to infinity if its mean is exactly equal
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to one of the measurements. The singularities problem further causes
an overfitting problem [74]. Another issue attached with finding the
maximum likelihood solution is that, for the K mixture components
there are K! different solutions, which means that K parameters can
be assigned to K components in K! different ways. This problem is
known as the identification problem [74]. Finally, it is not possible to
obtain a closed form solution by simply setting the derivative of the
log likelihood equal to zero, this is because the logarithm function is
summed over the K components. Expectation maximization (EM) is
one of the alternate approaches to solving the clustering problem [74].
The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is a more powerful
and elaborate technique to find the maximum likelihood estimate of the
required parameters of a distribution. The main application of the EM
algorithm is in the case where optimizing the likelihood function is diffi-
cult but can be simplified with the help of additional but hidden param-
eters (latent variables). If the correspondence variable Bk is considered
as a latent variable and suppose it is known then {Yk,Bk} represents
the complete data set, where Bk = {b
j
k}j=1:M . The log likelihood func-
tion for this complete data set becomes ln p(Yk,Bk|Ck,µ,Σ) and the
goal of the EM algorithm is to maximise this likelihood. The EM al-
gorithm maximises the log likelihood of the complete data {Yk,Bk} in
two steps; the E-step and the M-step. In the E-step, responsibilities rjk
are calculated [74]; while in the M-step the responsibilities calculated
are used to estimate the parameters Cqk , µq and Σq.
Sometimes, it is not possible to calculate this expectation because
of the high dimensionality of the latent variables. In such a scenario
an approximation scheme can be used to solve the clustering problem.
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The variational Bayesian approach is one such technique which is used
in Chapter 5 for grouping the foreground pixels.
3.4.3 Variational Bayesian Clustering
Variational Bayesian (VB) is an approximation scheme which helps to
approximate the posterior distributions. In VB clustering, the required
parameters Cqk , µq and Σq are assumed to have conjugate priors. In-
stead of estimating the exact values of these parameters, VB clustering
estimates a posterior distribution of these parameters. Similar to EM
clustering, the VB clustering works in two steps equivalent to an E-step
and M-step of the EM algorithm. In the first step equivalent to the E-
step it calculates responsibilities rjk while in the M-step it estimates
parameters required to define the posterior distribution of Cqk , µq and
Σq. A detailed description and derivation of VB clustering is provided
in Chapter 5.
The VB clustering benefits in three different ways at the expense of
little increase in computational complexity:
• It prevents the singularities problem.
• It does not suffer from the overfitting problem.
• Most importantly it automatically determines an optimal number
of clusters to explain the measurements.
Two different data association techniques are proposed in Chapters
5 and 6, which are based on the clustering results. The next section
briefly describes few important data association techniques which pro-
vide basis for the data association techniques proposed in next chapters.
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3.5 Data Association
Since sensors provide unlabelled measurements, these measurements
need to be associated with the respective humans. The data associ-
ation algorithm assigns appropriate measurements to their respective
targets. In case of visual human tracking in an enclosed environment,
the objective is to assign pixel measurements to the respective targets.
There are several challenges associated with successful data association
for visual human tracking:
• Every target can generate multiple measurements.
• Because of partial or full occlusion, the targets produce incom-
plete measurements.
• Close interaction between targets can cause problems.
• Measurements which are not corresponding to any of the targets
may occur.
3.5.1 Nearest Neighbour Data Association
Nearest neighbour data association [75,76] is one of the most simple and
popular algorithm for data association in target tracking. This is due
to its low computational complexity. It belongs to the category of data
association algorithms which assign single measurement to a target.
The association is usually based on the distance of a measurement from
a target. Based on the distance the algorithm determines the nearest
neighbour and assigns the measurement to it.
The nearest neighbour algorithms perform well in single target track-
ing however in the case of multiple human tracking it performs badly
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especially when the targets are closely interacting. This is because in
close interaction it is not always guaranteed that a measurement is
originated from a nearest neighbour. Therefore, the nearest neighbour
algorithm only works well in the case of a single target or widely spaced
targets [77].
3.5.2 Multihypothesis Tracking (MHT)
For multi-target tracking, multhypothesis tracking (MHT) is a pre-
ferred data association technique as compared to the nearest neigh-
bour algorithm. It is a deferred decision technique which defers the
measurement-to-target association decision to the future when an am-
biguous data association issue occurs. It generates multiple hypotheses
for measurement-to-target association and rather than choosing the
best hypothesis it propagates the hypothesis to future and solves the
association problem with the help of the latest measurements [77].
MHT recursively maintains and expands a hypothesis tree. In every
iteration it expands the hypothesis tree by adding a new hypothesis. A
standard MHT algorithm works in five steps [78] as follows.
1 Prediction of the states of all the targets with the help of the
state transition model.
2 Generates new hypotheses with the help of existing hypotheses
to expand the tree.
3 Evaluates the probability of all the hypotheses.
4 Prune the hypothesis tree to limit the number of hypotheses.
5 Update the states of all the targets according to the data associ-
ation.
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Although the MHT efficiently resolves the ambiguous data associ-
ation decisions and has a number of advantages, it does have a few
limitations and drawbacks:
• MHT maintains a hypothesis tree which grows exponentially with
increase in number of targets. This exponentially increases the
computational complexity of the algorithm.
• MHT relies on an additional tree pruning technique to limit the
growth of the hypothesis tree.
• Because the MHT defers the ambiguous data association decisions
for future, it is difficult to perform online data association with
MHT.
3.5.3 Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter (JPDAF)
Instead of maintaining a hypothesis tree and propagating the ambigu-
ous data association problems to the future, the joint probabilistic data
association filter (JPDAF) [42, 43] solves the data association by aver-
aging over different hypotheses. Murty’s algorithm [79] can be used
along with JPDAF to limit the number of hypotheses. This helps to
get the k-best hypotheses which reduces the computational complex-
ity of the JPDAF algorithm. The JPDAF filter is used in Chapter 5
within a tracking framework for data association. Complete description
of the JPDAF in the context of multiple human tracking is explained
in Chapter 5.
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3.6 Performance Comparison
A technique proposed in [10, 80] is followed throughout the thesis to
evaluate the overall performance of the proposed multi-target tracking
techniques.
Let Gk = [(g
1
k)
T , · · · , (gik)
T , · · · , (gNk )
T ]T be the ground truth at
time k ∈ [ks, ke], where ks and ke are respectively the starting and end-
ing points of the observation interval. Each ground truth gik = (xˆ
i
k, Iˆi)
contains the actual position and identity of the target i. Similarly,
Ok = [(o
1
k)
T , · · · , (oik)
T , · · · , (oNk )
T ] represents the output of the track-
ing algorithm at time k, where each oik = (x
i
k, Ii) represents the esti-
mated location and identity of target i. At every time k the error is
defined as
• Missed detection: This corresponds to the targets for which there
is no tracker assigned.
• Wrong identification: This corresponds to the targets which have
been given a wrong identity.
• False positive: This corresponds to the tracker which is not as-
signed to any of the targets.
If it is assumed thatmdk, wik, fpk and gtk are respectively total number
of missed detections, wrong identifications, false positives and ground
truths at time k, the errors are calculated as [10]
MD =
∑
k
mdk
gtk
,WI =
∑
k
wik
gtk
, FP =
∑
k
fpk
gtk
(3.6.1)
The percentile tracking accuracy of the algorithm is then calculated
by using percentile missed detections (MD), wrong identifications (WI)
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and false positives (FP)
Accuracy = 1−MD −WI − FP. (3.6.2)
The tracking accuracy decreases with increase in number of missed
detections, wrong identifications or false positives. The measure is used
to accommodate all possible scenarios which may cause failures of a
tracker.
3.7 Summary
This chapter provided background knowledge about different concepts
used in the thesis. Particle filtering is used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 while
tracking frameworks based on clustering results are presented in Chap-
ters 5 and 6. An improvement in the JPDAF is proposed in Chapter 5
while a new data association technique is proposed in Chapter 6.
A generic particle filter presented in Section 3.3.1 makes use of the
importance sampling technique in which independent weighted parti-
cles are taken from a known proposal distribution to build the required
posterior distribution. However, the importance sampling method suf-
fers from samples’ impoverishment and degeneracy problem. Another
drawback of the importance sampling technique is that it takes inde-
pendent samples from the proposal distribution. Particle filter based
on MCMC sampling is presented in Chapter 4. Also a weighted MCMC
technique and a new interaction model are proposed which help to over-
come the tracking problems when targets occlude each other.
Chapter 4
MARKOV CHAIN MONTE
CARLO PARTICLE FILTER
BASED MULTIPLE HEAD
TRACKING
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the first and the last three objectives
of the research work, which were mentioned in Chapter 1. It proposes
an improved multi-target tracking algorithm for tracking the heads of
people in a room environment. Focus is to mitigate the inter-target oc-
clusion problem during complex physical interactions. This is achieved
with the help of a Markov chain Monte Carlo particle filter (MCMC-
PF), multiple video cues and a new interaction model. Furthermore, a
new weighted MCMC-PF (WMCMC-PF) is also proposed to enhance
the performance of the proposed tracking algorithm. Instead of taking
unweighted particles, this new WMCMC-PF estimates the posterior
distribution over the states of the targets with the help of weighted
particles.
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Performance of the proposed tracker is evaluated with real video
recordings including the sequence from the AV16.3 corpus and com-
pared with state-of-the-art technique due to Khan et al. [1]. Experi-
mental results at the end of the chapter show that the proposed tech-
nique efficiently tracks the heads of multiple people and the tracker
does not fail when such targets approach or cross each other, whereas
the state-of-the-art Markov random field (MRF) approach [1] fails. The
proposed WMCMC-PF contributes a further improvement in the pro-
posed tracker by reducing the tracking error.
4.2 Problem Formulation
The goal of the multi-target tracking process is to track the state of N
targets. The joint state of all the targets at discrete time k is repre-
sented as Xk = [(x
1
k)
T , . . . , (xik)
T , . . . , (xNk )
T ]T , where xik contains the
position and velocity information of the ith target at time k and (·)T
denotes the transposition operator.
It is assumed that every target generates one measurement at a
time. However, in the case of human tracking from video, targets may
generate more than one measurement (pixels). To overcome this multi-
ple measurement problem, a preprocessing step is added which utilises
the measurements by extracting features from them. Colour and gra-
dient features are used for this purpose. Using only a colour feature
may cause problem when there is an object around the target with a
similar colour. Therefore, an additional gradient feature is used which
provides robustness in re-identifying targets when they come out of oc-
clusions. The joint measurements of all the targets are represented as
Yk = [(y
1
k)
T , . . . , (yjk)
T , . . . , (yNk )
T ]T , where yjk contains a group of mea-
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surement associated with target j at time step k. These measurements
are used to extract colour and gradient features of target j.
In Bayesian tracking, the objective is to calculate the posterior prob-
ability distribution p(Xk|Yk) of the state Xk at discrete time index k,
given the observations Yk at time k. In particle filtering, this desired
posterior distribution is estimated by sampling particles from a known
proposal distribution. Acceptance rejection (AR) sampling is a clas-
sical simulation technique which generates non-Markov samples. This
means that the successive samples are statistically independent. The
idea behind the AR sampling technique is to select a proposal distribu-
tion, scale it such that it is always above the target distribution and pick
the random heights underneath the proposal curve. Then throw away
those samples which are above the target curve and keep those which
are below it. The AR sampling method however wastes the resources in
rejecting the useless samples and results in higher computational com-
plexity. The importance sampling technique provides a solution and
improves the sampling efficiency.
A generic particle filter [16] makes use of the importance sampling
technique in which independent weighted particles are taken from a
known proposal distribution to build the required posterior distribu-
tion. The importance sampling technique avoids rejecting samples and
picks samples only from the target distribution. All the samples are
weighted by using proper weights ws. However one of the major draw-
backs of the importance sampling technique is that the variance of
samples becomes very high when the proposal distribution is selected
to be very wide. Also the importance sampling technique takes inde-
pendent samples from the proposal distribution. MCMC can help to
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draw samples on the basis of a previous sample by running a smartly
constructed Markov chain [81]. In the proposed work the MCMC tech-
nique is used for sampling and is combined with a particle filter to
estimate the posterior distribution of states of the targets.
4.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sampling
Due to the limitations of importance and AR sampling, the MCMC
technique is used in the proposed tracking algorithm for tracking mul-
tiple targets. A similar technique is used in [22] and [82]. The objective
is to find an unknown target distribution. MCMC estimates the desired
distribution by defining a Markov chain over the state Xk, such that
the stationary distribution of the chain is equal to the desired pos-
terior probability distribution P (Xk|Yk) over the state Xk given the
measurements Yk [1].
MCMC starts the chain with a random sample and makes a random
walk which slowly explores the target distribution. This random walk
is based on the Markov chain i.e. the next step is based only on the
current state. Therefore instead of drawing all the samples randomly
and independently from a proposal distribution, samples are evolved by
taking smaller steps. A new sample Xsk in the chain is estimated with
the help of the latest sample Xs−1k . The chain proposes a new sample
X
′
k which gets accepted if it has a high posterior probability otherwise
the chain keeps the latest sample Xs−1k as a new sample X
s
k and checks
the next proposal. The Metropolis Hastings (MH) algorithm is one of
the basic MCMC algorithms which is used in this work to construct
the proposed MCMC-PF.
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4.3.1 Metropolis Hastings Algorithm
The Metropolis Hastings (MH) algorithm is the most basic MCMC
algorithm and all the other algorithms including the Gibbs sampling
algorithm are its special cases. In the MH algorithm every proposed
sample is taken from a proposal distribution which can have any form.
However, the chain always converges to a stationary distribution which
is the desired target distribution [81]. Every proposal distribution ul-
timately delivers samples from the target distribution but the rate of
convergence of the proposal distribution to the target distribution cru-
cially depends on the relationship between the two distributions. A
simple example of the proposal distribution can be a Gaussian distri-
bution with the current state as a mean and some added noise.
Acceptance of the new sample depends on an acceptance ratio α
which can be defined as
α = min
(
1,
p(X
′
k|Yk)q(X
s−1
k ;X
′
k)
p(Xs−1k |Yk)q(X
′
k;X
s−1
k )
)
(4.3.1)
where p(·) is the target distribution and q(·) is the proposal distribution.
The probability of a move is set to α, which means a new proposed sam-
ple is only accepted if α is greater than a set threshold value. The term
p(X
′
k
|Yk)
p(Xs−1
k
|Yk)
in the acceptance ratio ensures that a move is taken when
the new particle is more probable than the old particle. The second
term in the ratio i.e.
q(Xs−1
k
;X
′
k
)
q(X
′
k
;Xs−1
k
)
makes sure that the detailed balance
criteria [81] must hold. It is the ratio of two proposal distributions in
two directions: from Xs−1k to X
′
k and X
′
k to X
s−1
k . This ratio is equal
to 1 if the proposal distribution in both directions is same. A possible
implementation of the MH algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.1 [81].
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Algorithm 4.1 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
1: Initialise X1k
2: for s = 2, ..., Ns do
3: Sample a point X
′
k from the proposal distribution q(·)
4: Sample a uniform random variable u from a uniform distribution
5: Compute the acceptance ratio
α = min
(
1,
p(X
′
k
|Yk)q(X
s−1
k
;X
′
k
)
p(Xs−1
k
|Yk)q(X
′
k
;Xs−1
k
)
)
6: if u ≤ α then
7: set Xsk = X
′
k
8: else
9: set xsk = x
s−1
k
10: end if
11: end for
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The next section explains how the importance sampling step of the
generic particle filter is replaced with an MH based sampling to improve
sampling efficiency and overall performance of the tracking algorithm.
4.3.2 Sequential MCMC Particle Filter
To estimate the desired posterior distribution p(Xk|Yk), an MCMC-PF
is proposed in which the sampling is performed with the help of MCMC.
The proposed algorithm provides an efficient multi-target tracking solu-
tion. Instead of using the weighted independent samples, the MCMC-
PF uses a set of unweighted particles (samples) to represent the poste-
rior distribution p(Xk|Yk)
p(Xk|Yk) ≈
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
δ(Xk −X
s
k) (4.3.2)
where Ns is the number of particles. The desired target distribution can
be obtained by storing every accepted sample after the initial burn-in
period B. The implementation of the MCMC based particle filtering
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.2 [30].
4.4 Interaction Model
Multi-target tracking with the MCMC-PF is likely to fail without an
interaction model. This is because without such a model there will be
no information for the tracker to retain lock on a particular target.
Therefore, an improved interaction model is proposed here which
overcomes tracking failures due to occlusions. The proposed interac-
tion model includes automatic occlusion detection and reinitialization
of target position when it comes out of occlusion. In the automatic
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Algorithm 4.2 MCMC-PF Algorithm
Input: 2-D positions of the centre of the heads and reference patch
for each head in the initial frame
Output: 2-D position of the heads in each frame
1: Initialise Ns particles for N number of heads {X
s
k}
Ns
s=1
2: for k = 2, ..., T do
3: Randomly select a particle u from the posterior distribution of
the state Xk−1 and use this particle and the motion model q(·)
to predict the initial state of all the targets at time step k
X1k ∼ q(Xk|X
u
k−1).
4: for s = 2, ..., Ns +B (where B is the burn in period) do
5: Randomly select another particle X
′
k−1 from the posterior dis-
tribution at time k − 1
p(Xk−1|Yk−1).
6: Propose a new particle using the proposal distribution Q(·) and
the randomly selected particle X
′
k−1
X
′
k ∼ Q(Xk|X
′
k−1).
7: Compute the measurement likelihoods p(Yk|X
′
k) and
p(Yk|X
s−1
k ) with respect to the proposed particle X
′
k and
the previous particle Xs−1k respectively.
8: Compute the acceptance ratio on the basis of approximating
posterior by likelihood
α = min
(
1,
p(Yk|X
′
k
)
p(Yk|X
s−1
k
)
)
.
9: Draw a point j from a uniform distribution
10: if j < α then
11: Xsk = X
′
k
12: else
13: Xsk = X
s−1
k
14: end if
15: end for
16: Discard the first B particles and keep the remaining of Ns
particles..
17: end for
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occlusion detection step the algorithm calculates the probability of oc-
clusion Pocclusion given position of targets. Probability of occlusion is
based on the proximity of the targets which is calculated for every target
i with respect to its neighbour r. Therefore, as a first step to evaluate
the probability of occlusion for target i, its distance di,r from every
other target r is calculated. It is assumed that only two of the targets
can undergo occlusion at one time step. Therefore, only a distance from
the closest target is used to estimate the probability of occlusion. The
probability that the target i encounters occlusion at time k is defined
as
piocclusion = exp
(
−di,r
σ2
)
(4.4.1)
where di,r is the distance from target i to its closest neighbour r and σ
2 is
measurement noise variance. This model results in a higher probability
of occlusion when targets approach each other. The algorithm evaluates
this probability of occlusion at every frame k and if it becomes higher
than a predefined threshold level ω1 then it is assumed that the target
i has been occluded to a level which may cause a failure of the tracker.
Occurrence of an occlusion automatically switches the tracker from
a normal mode to the interaction mode. The goal of the interaction
model is to search for the new location of the occluded target and to
reinitialise the tracker with the new searched location when the oc-
cluded target emerges from occlusion. This search is conducted on
either side of the visible target. For this purpose the proposed inter-
action model takes pixel measurements on different sides of the visible
target and tries to find the desired target with the help of those mea-
surements. Measurements are taken in the form of small patches on
different sides of the visible target in the current video frame. Bhat-
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tacharyya distance [83] is calculated between colour histograms of these
patches and reference patches selected in the initial frame. If the dis-
tance drops below a threshold value ω2 it means the tracker has found
the head in one of these patches. The centre of the patch in which the
occluded target is found is considered as a new location of the target
appearing after occlusion. The MCMC-PF is re-initialised with the new
locations and it starts tracking again.
This technique helps to model different possible actions of targets.
A few of them are discussed in the experimental section i.e. when 1)
targets cross over and follow their initial direction of motion 2) they
go back after occlusion and follow the opposite direction 3) they cross
and then change their direction. Another advantage of this technique
is that it is simple to implement and computationally efficient because
heads are searched in a few small patches instead of searching them in
a whole video frame.
4.5 Weighted MCMC-PF
In the proposed MCMC-PF algorithm, unweighted particles are sam-
pled through the MCMC step. This can sometimes result in an inac-
curate estimation of the posterior distribution. Therefore, an improve-
ment in the the MCMC-PF algorithm is proposed. Instead of taking
unweighted particles, every particle is assigned appropriate weight to
construct the posterior distribution.
As a first step in MCMC-PF particles are predicted to estimate the
posterior distribution while in the second step these predicted parti-
cles are accepted or rejected on the basis of the acceptance ratio. If
a proposed particle gets accepted then it is considered as a valid par-
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ticle to construct the posterior distribution but if it gets rejected, the
previous particle is repeated. However, all the accepted and repeated
particles are then used to construct the posterior distribution. These
particles are unweighted hence the accepted and previous particles both
contribute equally to construct the desired posterior distribution. This
sometimes results in an inaccurate estimation of the posterior distribu-
tion. A weighted MCMC-PF approach is proposed here in which the
accepted particles are given higher weights while the repeated parti-
cles are given lower weights. The WMCMC-PF used in this work is
summarised in Algorithm 4.3.
4.6 Experimental Results
Performance of the proposed algorithm is analysed with the help of
two different video sequences. Both sequences were recorded at 25
frames per second with an image size of 640×480 pixels. The proposed
algorithm with a new interaction model is compared with the state-of-
the-art algorithm due to Khan et. al. [1].
To model the interactions between targets, the MRF interaction
model [1] introduces a potential function Ψ(xi,xr) to define the inter-
actions between targets i and r which is defined as
Ψ(xi,xr) ∝ exp(−g(xi,xr)) (4.6.1)
where g(xi,xr) is a penalty function. To compare the proposed algo-
rithm with [1], the penalty function is made to depend on the physical
distance between two targets.
The proposed algorithm is specifically for indoor tracking problems,
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Algorithm 4.3 Weighted MCMC Particle Filter Algorithm
Input: 2-D positions of the centre of the heads and reference patch
for each head in the initial frame
Output: 2-D position of the heads in each frame
1: Initialise Ns particles for N number of heads {Xsk}
Ns
s=1.
2: for k = 2, ..., T do
3: Randomly select a particle u from the posterior distribution of
the state Xk−1 and use this particle and the motion model q(·)
to predict the initial state of all the targets at time step k
X1k ∼ q(Xk|X
u
k−1).
4: for s = 2, ..., Ns +B (where B is the burn in period) do
5: Randomly select another particle X
′
k−1 from the posterior dis-
tribution at time k − 1
p(Xk−1|Yk−1).
6: Propose a new particle using the proposal distribution Q(·) and
the randomly selected particle X
′
k−1
X
′
k ∼ Q(Xk|X
′
k−1).
7: Compute the measurement likelihoods p(Yk|X
′
k) and
p(Yk|X
s−1
k ) with respect to the proposed particle X
′
k and
the previous particle Xs−1k respectively.
8: Compute the acceptance ratio on the basis of approximating
posterior by likelihood
α = min
(
1,
p(Yk|X
′
k
)
p(Yk|X
s−1
k
)
)
.
9: Draw a point j from a uniform distribution
10: if j < α then
11: Xsk = X
′
k
12: Assign weight
13: else
14: Xsk = X
s−1
k
15: Assign weight
16: end if
17: end for
18: Normalise weights
19: Discard the first B particles and keep the remaining of Ns
particles..
20: end for
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hence both algorithms are tested to track the heads of two people in
a room with the help of a single camera. During initial evaluations
the burn in period was evaluated over the range 20 − 200 and the
number of particles over the range 50 − 500. The particular selection
was performed to minimise the Euclidean error and the chosen number
of particles was 300 and the burn in period was 100. The total number
of particles used is 300 with a burn in period of 100.
4.6.1 State Model
To estimate the translation motion of the moving targets, a constant
velocity model [56] is used. The same model is used as a proposal
distribution. A rectangular region (patch) which contains the head is
manually selected in the initial frame. The pixel in the centre of the
patch is considered as a centre of the head. Horizontal and vertical
locations of this pixel are tracked in each frame. A two dimensional
motion of a moving speaker can be described by the constant velocity
model [26]
xik+1 = Ax
i
k + uk (4.6.2)
where uk is the measurement noise and the matrix A is defined as
A =


1 T 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 T
0 0 0 1


(4.6.3)
and T is the frame sampling interval.
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4.6.2 Likelihood Model
In MCMC-PF it is very important to have a strong likelihood model.
Predicted particles are accepted or rejected on the basis of acceptance
ratio α. The likelihood model used in this work is based on the combi-
nation of colour and gradient histograms.
Colour histograms are widely used in the literature [17, 26, 28] to
exploit the uniqueness of the skin colour to track the heads. Scaled
versions of red (R), green (G) and blue (B) colours are used in this
work. R-G and G-R are used to represent the chrominance information
while R+G+B is used to represent the luminance information [84].
Reference histograms Href are created for all the target heads with
the help of the patches selected in the initial frame. For the predicted
particles, target histograms Htarget are created by selecting a patch
with the predicted state as its centre. The Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ
between the reference and the target colour histograms is calculated by
their binwise multiplication
ρ(Href , Htarget) =
B∑
b=1
√
Hbref ×H
b
target (4.6.4)
where B represents the number of histograms bins. Bhattacharyya
distance [83] between two histograms is defined as
d(Href , Htarget) =
√
1− ρ(Href , Htarget) (4.6.5)
The likelihood with respect to the colour cues, as in [26] is calculated
as
Lc(yk|xk) ∝ exp
(
−
d(Hcref , H
c
target)
2σ2
)
(4.6.6)
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where σ2 is the measurement noise variance and superscript c represents
that histograms are created due to colour features.
Using only the colour histograms is insufficient for the tracking pur-
poses because the colour based tracker fails when there is something
else with a similar colour around the target. Integration of the gradient
histograms helps to overcome such problems. Gradient histograms are
created for reference and target patches for the purpose of edge detec-
tion. The likelihood with respect to these histograms is calculated by
using the Bhattacharyya distance with the help of the following equa-
tion
Lg(yk|xk) ∝ exp
(
−
d(Hgref , H
g
target)
2σ2
)
(4.6.7)
where the overall likelihood is then calculated as
p(yk|xk) = νLc(yk|xk) + (1− ν)Lg(yk|xk) (4.6.8)
and ν is the weighting coefficient, which is used to weight the two
video cues. From the experimental results it is observed that in most
of the cases the colour cues perform better than the gradient cues,
so more weight is given to the colour cues by setting ν equal to 0.7
and 16 × 16 × 16 histogram bins are used for likelihood modeling. It
is assumed that the number of targets does not change and they are
visible in the initial frame. Location of the centre of the heads and
patches defining the head are selected manually in the initial frame.
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4.6.3 Tracking with an MRF Interaction Model
Fig.4.1 shows the tracking results of the MCMC-PF with multiple video
cues and MRF interaction model. It is clear in Fig.4.1 that the tracker
works very well for close interactions but fails when one of the targets
reappears after occlusion. This is because the MRF interaction model
proposed in [1] does not describe how to reinitialise the tracker when
targets come out of occlusion and rather works on the basis of the as-
sumption that two targets do not occupy the same space. As compared
to this algorithm the proposed algorithm provides a specific solution
for tackling the occlusion problems.
4.6.4 Tracking with the Proposed Interaction Model
Fig.4.2 shows that the proposed tracker successfully overcomes the
tracking failure when two targets cross over. The result in frame 120
of Fig.4.2 shows that the tracker re-initialises itself quickly when the
target starts appearing again.
Fig.4.3 shows that the tracker keeps tracking the targets even when
one target is occluded behind the other and reverses its motion instead
of crossing over.
Finally, the tracker is tested for a sequence from the AV16.3 corpus
and the results are shown in Fig.4.4. It is shown that the proposed
tracker performs well even when the targets cross over and change their
direction.
Fig.4.5(a) through 4.5(d) shows the Euclidean error for the se-
quences shown in Fig.4.1 through Fig.4.4 respectively. Error is cal-
culated against the manually annotated positions of the heads of the
targets. Fig.4.5(a) shows that the error of the tracker with the MRF
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 60
(c) Frame 90 (d) Frame 180
Figure 4.1. Tracking the heads of moving targets with the MCMC-
PF, multiple colour cues and a MRF interaction model [1]. The tracker
performs well when targets are apart (a) and (b), and even when one
of them is occluded (c) but the tracker fails when one of the targets
appears again after occlusion (d).
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 70
(c) Frame 90 (d) Frame 120
Figure 4.2. Tracking the heads of moving targets with the MCMC-PF,
multiple colour cues and the proposed interaction model. The tracker
performs well when targets are apart (a) when they are very close to
each other (b) and even when they cross each other (c) and (d).
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 85
(c) Frame 135 (d) Frame 190
Figure 4.3. Tracking the heads of moving targets with the MCMC-PF,
multiple colour cues and the proposed interaction model. The tracker
performs well when targets are apart (a), when they are very close to
each other (b), when one of them is occluded (b) and even when one of
them reverses its motion after occlusion (d).
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 105
(c) Frame 170 (d) Frame 210
Figure 4.4. Tracking the heads of moving targets using sequence from
AV16.3 corupus [2] with the MCMC-PF, multiple colour cues and the
proposed interaction model. The tracker performs well when targets
are apart (a), when they are very close to each other (b) and when
they cross each other (c) and (d).
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interaction model [1] is very high and it linearly increases with time
after the occlusion. It is clear from the results that the tracker with
the proposed interaction model successfully tracks the targets which re-
sults in a small error before and after occlusion. During occlusion there
is a small increase in error for a short period of time but the tracker
recovers back quickly.
4.6.5 Weighted MCMC-PF Results
The proposed WMCMC-PF is compared with the basic MCMC-PF.
Both of the algorithms are tested on the same video sequences to track
the heads of two people. Euclidean errors for both algorithms are shown
in Fig.4.6(a) and Fig.4.6(b). Error is calculated against the manually
annotated positions of the heads of the targets. It is clear from the
results that the tracker with the proposed WMCMC-PF successfully
tracks the targets which results in a small error as compared to the
MCMC-PF.
4.6.6 Performance Comparison
A performance comparison is presented between the proposed algorithm
and the method proposed in [1].
Table 4.1 presents the performance result of the proposed MCMC-
PF algorithm and the tracking algorithms proposed in [1]. These results
are calculated by using the performance evaluation criteria explained in
Chapter 3. The performance results are compiled by using both AV16.3
and the sequences locally recorded in the smart room at Loughborough
University. AV16.3 contains 450 frames while 300 frames of locally
recorded sequence are used. The results show that the proposed algo-
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Figure 4.5. Euclidean Error: Euclidean error is calculated against
manually annotated positions of the heads of the targets (a) with a
MRF interaction model when targets interact and return back (b), (c)
and (d) with the proposed interaction model.
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Figure 4.6. Euclidean Error: Euclidean error is calculated against
manually annotated positions of the heads of the targets (a) with a
MCMC-PF (b) with the WMCMC-PF.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of performance of the proposed tracking frame-
work with the approach of [1]
Accuracy MD(%) WI(%) FP(%)
Tracking algorithm [1] 70.23 15.53 10.32 3.92
Proposed MCMC-PF algorithm 77.35 10.53 4.83 7.29
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rithm has improved the tracking results. There is a significant reduction
in the wrong identifications which has improved the overall accuracy of
the tracker.
4.7 Summary
An improved head tracking algorithm using an MCMC-PF, multiple
video cues and a new interaction model was implemented to track
multiple people in a room environment. The new interaction model
helped to overcome the tracking failures. The tracking results of the
MCMC-PF with the proposed interaction model were compared with
an MCMC-PF with the MRF interaction model. It was shown that
the MCMC-PF with the proposed interaction model provided a better
solution to multi-target tracking when targets occlude and cross each
other. To further improve the tracking performance, a technique for
assigning weights to the sampled particle was proposed. This helped
to achieve better tracking results and reduced the tracking error.
Although the proposed MCMC-PF based algorithm with a new in-
teraction model improves the tracking performance, it has its limita-
tions. First of all it is assumed that targets generate one measurement
at a time. In the case of human tracking from video, targets may gen-
erate more than one measurement (pixels). To overcome this multiple
measurement problem, a preprocessing step was added which utilised
the measurements by extracting features from them. This preprocessing
step however results in information loss due to the dimensionality re-
duction and hence degrades the performance of the algorithm especially
while solving complex inter-target occlusions. Another problem with
the proposed algorithm is that it adopt a hard assignment technique
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wherein likelihood models are employed to calculate the probability of
the measurements.
Another limitation of the proposed algorithm is that the number of
targets is assumed to be fixed and known. The next chapter proposes
a new tracking framework to overcome the limitations of the proposed
MCMC-PF based tracking algorithm.
Chapter 5
A VARIATIONAL BAYESIAN
CLUSTERING-BASED
FRAMEWORK FOR HUMAN
TRACKING
5.1 Introduction
This chapter solves the limitations of the MCMC-PF based multi-target
tracking technique proposed in Chapter 4. It is concerned with all
the objectives of the research work except the first one, which were
mentioned in Chapter 1. Therefore the focus is to present a technique to
handle robustly the challenges of varying number of targets, occlusions
and interactions when every target gives rise to multiple measurements
in every frame.
To handle efficiently the occlusion problem a novel multi-target
tracking framework is proposed which is based on variational Bayesian
clustering. Instead of aggregating the measurements into features, the
proposed technique groups the measurements into clusters and then
associates clusters to targets to mitigate information loss. Variational
69
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Bayesian clustering is used to group the measurements and an improved
feature based joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) tech-
nique is developed to exploit the clustering information within the data
association. In the proposed data association technique, features and
locations of clusters are used without any information loss to solve
complex inter-target occlusions.
To estimate robustly the number of targets a new clustering-based
technique for estimating the number of targets is proposed which is
appropriate for non-rigid bodies such as humans. The proposed tech-
nique exploits the size and location of clusters to estimate the number
of targets.
In summary, the contributions of this chapter are:
1. A multi-target tracking framework to solve complex inter-target
occlusions. In this context variational Bayesian clustering and an
improved feature based JPDAF and particle filter are combined
to yield a robust multi-target tracking solution.
2. A new technique based on the estimated positions of targets, and
size and location of the clusters along with a death and birth
concept to handle robustly the variable number of targets.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, both quali-
tative and quantitative evaluations are presented on real data sets from
publicly available AV16.3 and CAVIAR corpuses and PETS 2006 data
sets which demonstrate that the proposed framework successfully ini-
tialises and tracks a variable number of human targets while solving
complex occlusions. The performance is compared with the previously
proposed MCMC-PF based technique and state-of-the-art techniques
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due to Khan et al. [1] and Laet et al. [3] and shown to achieve im-
proved tracking performance.
5.2 Variational Bayesian Clustering-Based Framework
5.2.1 Overview
The goal of the multi-target tracking process is to track the state of N
unknown targets. The joint state of all the targets at discrete time k is
represented as Xk = [(x
1
k)
T , . . . , (xik)
T , . . . , (xNk )
T ]T , where xik contains
the position and velocity information of the ith target at time k and (·)T
denotes the transposition operator. The framework considers L number
of pixels in a single video frame captured by one camera sensor as input
measurements. These measurements at time k are represented as Yk =
[(y1k)
T , . . . , (yjk)
T , . . . , (yLk )
T ]T , where yik represents the coordinates of
a pixel measurement in the kth frame.
The framework then performs four processing stages. Background
subtraction [85] is performed at the first stage of the framework to ex-
tract pixels originating from the targets. The background subtraction
significantly reduces the number of measurements which helps to re-
duce the computational complexity. After background subtraction the
number of pixels is reduced to M , where M << L.
In the second stage of the framework, measurements (pixels) ob-
tained after the background subtraction are grouped with the help of
the proposed variational Bayesian clustering technique. The tracking
problem may become easier if there is only a single cluster originating
from an individual target, but this condition can not be guaranteed es-
pecially when the targets are in close interaction or partially occluded.
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The proposed framework makes it possible to assign multiple clusters
to a single target with a certain probability. Clusters are assumed to be
represented by elliptical shapes formed from slices of Gaussian distribu-
tions with means {µq}q=1:K and covariances {Σq}q=1:K , where q repre-
sents the qth cluster. The clustering process returns K clusters, where
the number of clusters is not predefined or fixed. Clusters at discrete
time k are represented as Zk = [Z
1
k, . . . ,Z
q
k, . . . ,Z
K
k ], where cluster Z
q
k is
the qth cluster which contains certain measurements. The objective of
the clustering process is to assign measurement to the respective clus-
ters. The output of clustering is represented by a correspondence vari-
able Bk = [b
1
k, . . . ,b
j
k, . . . ,b
M
k ], where b
j
k = [b
j,1
k , b
j,2
k , . . . , b
j,q
k , . . . , b
j,K
k ]
indicates, at discrete time k, to which cluster, measurement yjk cor-
responds. All but one of the elements of bjk are zero, if e.g. y
j
k
belongs to the qth cluster then the correspondence variable will be,
b
j
k = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0], which shows only the q
th element of bjk is
nonzero.
The next stage of the framework performs the data association step,
and instead of associating individual measurements, it associates clus-
ters to the targets on the basis of positions and features of clusters.
Moreover, rather than using hard assignment, all the clusters are as-
signed to every individual target with certain probability ai,qk , which
represents the probability at discrete time k with which the cluster q is
associated with the target i. Probabilities that the ith target is associ-
ated with different clusters are grouped as aik = [a
i,1
k , . . . , a
i,q
k , . . . , a
i,K
k ].
Finally, in the tracking stage of the framework the main objective
is to calculate the posterior probability distribution p(Xk|Yk) of the
state Xk given the measurements Yk at discrete time index k. Particle
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filtering is used in the proposed framework which is an approximate
inference approach to finding the posterior distribution of unknown
states. The tracking stage uses the data association information and a
state transition model to estimate the required probability distribution.
To deal with the estimation of the number of targets, a clustering-
based technique is developed which exploits the size and location of
clusters, and position information of targets. Furthermore, occurrence
of new clusters or disappearance of existing clusters with help of some
knowledge about the position of existing targets in the current video
frame helps to decide whether the number of targets is increased or
decreased.
5.2.2 Background Subtraction
In Chapter 4, MCMC-PF based head tracking is proposed which ex-
tracts a fixed sized patch of pixels for every target without any back-
ground subtraction. These patches may contain part of the background
as well and hence results in a higher possibility of false positives. There-
fore to reduce the number of false positives, the first step of the proposed
framework in this chapter is to extract the moving humans from the
background.
The codebook background subtraction method [85] is used to dis-
criminate moving objects from the background, due to its advantages:
(1) resistance to artifacts of acquisition, digitization and compression,
(2) capability of coping with illumination changes, (3) adaptive and
compressed background models that can capture structural background
motion over a long period of time under limited memory, (4) uncon-
strained training that allows moving foreground objects in the scene
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during the initial training period. In order to remove noise and adapt
to small changes in the background, a blob based post-processing tech-
nique (mentioned in [73]) is applied to improve the background sub-
traction results.
The background subtraction process is applied on every frame to
extract the foreground pixels, this process is represented as
Yˆk = G(Fk) (5.2.1)
where Yˆk is a set of M number of measurements obtained after back-
ground subtraction, and G(·) represents the background subtraction
process and Fk is the video frame with L pixels at discrete time k.
These foreground pixels are then processed at the clustering stage of
the framework.
5.2.3 Clustering
The purpose of clustering is to group the measurements into clusters
in a way that each cluster contains measurements originating from one
target. A technique to combine background subtraction with varia-
tional Bayesian clustering is developed and described here to group
the foreground pixels into clusters. The clustering stage takes M fore-
ground pixels as input and groups them into K clusters. Each cluster
is represented by its centre µq where q = 1, . . . , K. The goal of the
clustering is to find these centre points and assign these measurements
to the clusters. For each data point yˆjk a binary indicator b
j,q
k ∈ {0, 1}
is used to describe to which of the K clusters that the data point yˆjk is
assigned. If for example the data point yˆjk is assigned to the q
th cluster
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then bj,qk = 1 and b
j,l
k = 0 for l 6= q.
A probabilistic technique is proposed in this chapter in order to
achieve correct measurement assignment. In this context, although the
foreground measurements do not strictly follow a Gaussian distribution,
the clustering problem can still be viewed as indirectly fitting mixtures
of Gaussians to the foreground measurements [74]
p(yˆjk) =
K∑
q=1
Cj,qk N (yˆ
j
k|µq,Σq) (5.2.2)
where each Gaussian density N (yˆjk|µq,Σq) is a component of the mix-
ture with mean µq and covariance Σq. The mixing coefficient C
j,q
k
represents a prior probability of picking the qth component of the mix-
ture or in other words it is a probability of assigning the qth cluster to
the jth measurement. Therefore it can be represented as
Cj,qk = p(b
j,q
k = 1) (5.2.3)
where the mixing coefficients must satisfy the following conditions: 0 ≤
Cj,qk ≤ 1 and
∑K
q=1C
j,q
k = 1. The probability of the mixing coefficient
can also be written as
p(bjk) =
K∏
q=1
(Cjk)
bj,q
k (5.2.4)
which is because of the fact that the correspondence variable bj,qk can
be non zero for only one of the K components. The conditional dis-
tribution of yˆjk given the correspondence variables can be written in a
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similar way
p(yˆjk|b
j
k) =
K∏
q=1
N (yˆjk|µq,Σq)
bj,q
k . (5.2.5)
If it is assumed that all the measurements are drawn independently
from the distribution, then the log likelihood function becomes [74]
ln p(Yˆk|Ck,µ,Σ) =
M∑
j=1
ln
{ K∑
q=1
Cj,qk N (yˆ
j
k|µq,Σq)
}
(5.2.6)
Now the goal of the clustering is to estimate the unknown parameters
Ck,µ and Σ. The estimation problem can be simplified with the help of
additional but hidden parameters (latent variables). If the correspon-
dence variables Bk are considered to be latent variables and suppose
they are known then {Yˆk,Bk} represents the complete data set, where
Bk = {b
j
k}j=1:M . The log likelihood function for this complete data set
becomes ln p(Yˆk,Bk|Ck,µ,Σ). Now the new set of unknown parame-
ters contains Bk, Ck,µ and Σ. The variational Bayesian approach [74]
is used in this work to estimate these parameters. In the particular
problem of clustering, the variational Bayesian approach helps to eval-
uate an approximation of the probability distribution over the unknown
parameters Bk, Ck,µ and Σ given the observed data. If, for simplic-
ity, these parameters are replaced with a single parameter Θ then this
desired distribution can be represented as p(Θ|Yˆk). If a distribution
q(Θ) is defined as an approximation of the desired distribution then
in the variational Bayesian method the objective is to optimise this
distribution to minimise the Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence
KL(q‖p) = −
∫
q(Θ) ln
{
p(Θ|Yˆk)
q(Θ)
}
dΘ (5.2.7)
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The symbol ·‖· represents the KL divergence. Equation (5.2.7) can also
be written as
ln p(Yˆk) = L(q) +KL(q‖p) (5.2.8)
where
L(q) =
∫
q(Θ) ln
{
p(Θ, Yˆk)
q(Θ)
}
dΘ (5.2.9)
Minimizing the KL divergence is equivalent to maximizing the lower
bound L(q). The maximum of this lower bound can be achieved when
the approximate distribution q(Θ) is exactly equal to the desired pos-
terior distribution p(Θ|Yˆk).
The joint distribution p(Θ, Yˆk) can be decomposed as [74]
p(Θ, Yˆk) = p(Yˆk,Bk, Ck,µ,Σ)
= p(Yˆk|Bk, Ck,µ,Σ)p(Bk|Ck)p(Ck)p(µ|Σ)p(Σ).
(5.2.10)
where it is assumed that B and µ are conditioned only on Ck and Σ
respectively, while Ck and Σ assumed to be independent. The optimum
distributions of all the parameters in Θ can be evaluated one-by-one by
optimizing L(q) with respect to all other parameters. A general form
of optimization can be written as [74]
ln q∗c (Θc) = Ed6=c[ln p(Θ, Yˆk)] + constant (5.2.11)
where E[·] represents the statistical expectation and q∗c (Θc) represents
the optimum approximate distribution over the cth component of Θ,
Before evaluating these individual distributions it is required to first
define their priors. A Dirichlet distribution is chosen as a prior over
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the mixing coefficient Ck
p(Ck) = Dir(Ck|α◦) (5.2.12)
where Dir(·) denotes the Dirichlet distribution, and α◦ is an effective
prior number of observations associated with each component of the
mixture. The prior over the mean µ and the covariance Σ is defined
by the independent Gaussian-Wishart distribution
p(µ|Σ)p(Σ) =
K∏
q=1
N (µq|m◦, β
−1
◦ Σq)W(Σq|W◦, υ◦) (5.2.13)
where m◦, β◦, W◦ and υ◦ are the prior parameters. Probabilities
p(Bk|Ck) and p(Yˆk|Bk,µ,Σ) can be defined by using equations (5.2.4)
and (5.2.5) respectively
p(Bk|Ck) =
M∏
j=1
K∏
q=1
(Cjk)
bj,q
k (5.2.14)
and
p(Yˆk|Bk,µ,Σ) =
M∏
j=1
K∏
q=1
N (yˆjk|µq,Σq)
bj,q
k . (5.2.15)
Next the optimum distributions over Ck,µ,Σ and Bk are calculated by
using equations (5.2.11) through (5.2.15). The optimum distribution
q∗(Ck) becomes
q∗(Ck) = Dir(Ck|αk) (5.2.16)
where αk = [α
1
k, . . . , α
K
k ] and one of its component α
q
k can be defined as
αqk = α◦ +N
q
k (5.2.17)
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where
N qk =
M∑
j=1
rj,qk . (5.2.18)
and rj,qk is the responsibility that component q takes to explain the
measurement yˆjk, it is further explained later in this section. Follow-
ing the steps from equation (5.2.11) through (5.2.15), the distribution
q∗(µ|Σ)q∗(Σ) becomes
q∗(µ|Σ)q∗(Σ) =
K∏
q=1
N (µq|mq, β
−1
q Σq)W(Σq|Wq, υq) (5.2.19)
where mq, βq,Wq and υq are defined from
βq = β◦ +N
q
k (5.2.20)
mq =
1
βq
(β◦ +N
q
k y¯
q
k) (5.2.21)
where
y¯
q
k =
1
N qk
M∑
j=1
rj,qk yˆ
j
k (5.2.22)
W−1q =W
−1
◦ +N
q
kS
q
k +
β◦N
q
k
β◦ +N
q
k
(y¯qk −m◦)(y¯
q
k −m◦)
T (5.2.23)
υq = υ◦ +N
q
k (5.2.24)
and
S
q
k =
1
N qk
M∑
j=1
rj,qk (yˆ
j
k − y¯
q
k)(yˆ
j
k − y¯
q
k)
T
. (5.2.25)
Again following equation (5.2.11) through (5.2.15) the optimum distri-
bution over the correspondence variable Bk becomes
q∗(Bk) =
M∏
j=1
K∏
q=1
(rj,qk )
bj,q
k (5.2.26)
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where rj,qk is the responsibility that component q takes to explain the
measurement yˆjk and it can be found from
rj,qk =
1
η
exp
[
̥(αqk)−̥(α¯k) +
1
2
( D∑
r=1
̥
(
υq + 1− r
2
))
+
D ln 2 + ln|Wq| −
1
2
(
D
βq
+ υq(yˆ
j
k −mq)
TWq(yˆ
j
k −mq)
)]
(5.2.27)
where ̥(·) is a digamma function, η is a normalization constant and
D is the dimensionality of the measurement yjk. A complete derivation
of equation (5.2.27) can be found in [74].
The variational Bayesian technique operates in two steps to optimise
the posterior distributions of unknown variables. In the first step it
calculates the responsibilities using equation (5.2.27) and in the second
step it uses these responsibilities to optimise the distributions by using
equations (5.2.16), (5.2.19) and (5.2.26). These steps are repeated until
some convergence criterion is met. In this proposed work the lower
bound L(q) is monitored after every iteration to test the convergence.
When the algorithm converges, the value of the lower bound does not
change more than a small amount. The clustering algorithm is further
summarised in Algorithm 5.1 at the end of this section.
One of the important advantages of variational Bayesian clustering
is that it can automatically determine the number of clusters by using
the measurements. This can be achieved if the parameter α◦ is set less
then 1. This helps to get a solution which contains a minimum number
of clusters to explain the data [3].
Position and shape of the clusters are defined using the parameters
m◦ and W◦ respectively. A possible choice for selecting these priors is
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explained in Section 5.3.
To summarise, the clustering stage of the algorithm explains the
association of the measurements with respective clusters. This stage
returns the minimum possible number of clusters and their associated
measurements which are defined by the parameterBk. In the next stage
of the proposed framework these clusters are assigned to the targets by
using a data association technique.
5.2.4 Data Association
The JPDAF [42, 43] data association technique proposed in [3] helps
to solve the data association problem when the targets are apart. But
when two or more targets partially occlude each other or when targets
come out of complete occlusion, this data association technique some-
times fails to identify the different targets and may cause a tracker
swapping problem. To solve this data association problem an improved
technique based on JPDAF is developed which assigns clusters to tar-
gets by exploiting both location and features of clusters without any
information loss and hence potentially overcomes the data association
failures. At every time step the proposed technique calculates the prob-
ability ai,qk which represents the probability that the cluster q is caused
by target i. This probability can also be written as p(Zqk|x
i
k, Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k ),
which is represented by a following probabilistic model
p(Zqk|x
i
k, Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k ) = p(Z
q
k|x
i
k)
τ i
∑
ψk∈Ψ
i,q
k
p(ψk|Yˆk) (5.2.28)
The functionality of the weighting parameter τ is described later in
this section. Yˆk represents the data set at time k, and ψk is a joint
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association event which represents a hypotheses for a cluster to target
association. The parameter Ψi,qk represents the set of all hypothesis ψk
which assign the qth cluster to the ith target. The probability p(ψk|Yˆk)
is computed as [40]
p(ψk|Yˆk) = pi
∫
p(Yˆk|ψk,Xk)p(ψk|Xk)p(Xk|Yˆk−1)dXk (5.2.29)
where Xk represents the joint state of N targets at time step k. Here
the law of total probability is used and assumed that the estimation
problem is Markovian [40]. The parameter pi is a normalizing constant
which ensures that the probability p(ψk|Yˆk) integrates to unity. The
probability p(ψk|Xk) is the probability of assignment ψk given the cur-
rent state of the objects. It is assumed that all the assignments have
equal prior probability and hence p(ψk|Xk) can be approximated by
a constant [40]. Probability p(Yˆk|ψk,Xk) denotes the probability of a
measurement at time k given the current states of the targets and a
specific joint association event. The clustering process generates a few
clusters which are not associated with any of the targets. These clus-
ters are considered as false alarms. If it is considered that γ represents
the probability of a false alarm and the number of false alarms in an
association event ψk is given by fk then the total probability of all the
false alarms in a given ψk is represented as γ
fk . If it is assumed that
all the measurements are independent then,
p(Yˆk|ψk,Xk) = γ
fk
∏
(q,i)∈ψk
∏
j:bj,q
k
=1
∫
p(yˆjk|x
i
k)
p(xik|Yˆk−1)dx
i
k
(5.2.30)
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although Xk is integrated out on the right hand side (RHS) of 5.2.30,
because of the requirement to know Xk for calculating the left hand
side (LHS) Xk is still shown on the LHS of 5.2.30. Inserting equation
(5.2.30) into equation (5.2.29) gives
p(ψk|Yˆk) = piγ
fk
∏
(q,i)∈ψk
∏
j:bj,q
k
=1
∫
p(yˆjk|x
i
k)
p(xik|Yˆk−1)p(ψk|Xk)dx
i
k
(5.2.31)
where p(yˆjk|x
i
k) is the measurement model. In this work the sampled
version of JPDAF [40] is used which is explained in Section 5.2.5.
Probability p(Zqk|x
i
k) in equation (5.2.28) is calculated by extracting
features from the clusters. This association probability is calculated
on the basis of the similarity between the extracted features from the
clusters and the reference feature. The probability p(Zqk|x
i
k) can be
calculated from
p(Zqk|x
i
k) = exp
(
−
di(H iref , H
q
k)
2Σ2
)
(5.2.32)
where H iref and H
q
k are features of the i
th target and qth cluster re-
spectively and di(H iref , H
q
k) is the distance between them. One possible
option is to use the Bhattacharyya distance [83].
It is computationally expensive to calculate p(Zqk|x
i
k) at every time
step. Because it is only helpful for identifying the targets when they
come out of inter-target occlusion, hence the proposed data association
technique is designed to calculate this probability only when targets
come close to each other. This is achieved with the help of weighting
parameter τ which depends on the proximity of the targets. The pa-
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rameter τ depends on the probability of occlusion given the estimated
positions of all the targets in a given video frame at time k i.e. P iocclusion
τ i =


1 if P iocclusion > ϑ
0 otherwise
(5.2.33)
where parameter ϑ is a predefined threshold, and the probability of
occlusion is defined as
P iocclusion = exp
(
−dimin
2σ2c
)
(5.2.34)
where σ2c is the measurement noise variance, and d
i
min is the minimum
distance among a set of distances which is calculated for target i from
all other targets at time k
dimin = min {di,n}i 6=n. (5.2.35)
The higher value of minimum distance dimin results in a smaller value of
probability of occlusions and when this probability drops below thresh-
old ϑ the parameter τ i becomes zero and hence equation (5.2.28) be-
comes
p(Zqk|x
i
k, Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k ) =
∑
ψk∈Ψ
i,q
k
p(ψk|Yˆk)|τ i=0. (5.2.36)
This shows that when τ i approaches to zero then there is no target
within the interaction region of target i and hence there is no need to
calculate the probability p(Zqk|x
i
k), and hence it helps to improve the
computational complexity of the algorithm.
A further improvement in the computational complexity is achieved
by varying the measurement size. It is experimentally observed that
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a relatively high number of measurements is required to extract the
features from clusters. Hence to achieve a better computational com-
plexity measurements are down sampled when targets are apart and
the features of clusters are not required. A simple down sampling tech-
nique is used in this work which reduces the number of measurements.
Down sampling is applied on both rows and columns of the video frame
which keeps every pth sample starting with the first sample. In this work
p = 3 is used. This reduction in the measurement size further reduces
the computational complexity.
5.2.5 Data Association Based Particle Filtering
This part of the framework uses the data association information to
track all the targets. As mentioned in Chapter 3, in Bayesian filtering
the tracking problem is based on prediction and update stages. Predic-
tions can be represented by Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [16] while
the update stage corresponds to calculating the posterior distribution
of the current state xik given the measurements Yˆk, i.e.
p(xik|Yˆk) ∝ p(Yˆk|x
i
k)p(x
i
k|Yˆk−1) (5.2.37)
where p(Yˆk|xik) represents the likelihood model. In the proposed frame-
work the the likelihood of every single measurement yˆjk is calculated by
using the data association information
p(Yˆk|x
i
k) =
M∑
j=1
p(Zqk|x
i
k, Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k )p(yˆ
j
k|x
i
k). (5.2.38)
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p(Zqk|x
i
k, Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k ) represents the probability by which the cluster Z
q
k is
associated with the target i, where Zqk represents the cluster associated
with the measurement yˆjk. This probability can be calculated from
equation (5.2.28).
Particle filtering [63] is used in this proposed work to estimate the
posterior distribution p(xik|Yˆk), which can be described by the following
equation
p(xik|Yˆk) ≈
Ns∑
s=1
wi,sk δ(x
i
k − x
i,s
k ) (5.2.39)
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function, xi,sk is the s
th sample of the ith
target and wi,sk is the associated weight and Ns is the total number of
samples. These samples are predicted by using a motion model.
In the proposed framework the weights are assigned to every parti-
cle by exploiting the data association information, which can be repre-
sented as
w(xi,sk ) =
M∑
j=1
p(Zqk|x
i,s
k , Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k )p(yˆ
j
k|x
i,s
k ). (5.2.40)
To implement the JPDAF in the context of particle filtering, the data
association probability p(Zqk|x
i
k, Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k ) is modified to its sampled
representation. The probability p(Yˆk|ψk,Xk) calculated in equation
(5.2.30) is replaced with the following sampled representation [40]
p(Yˆk|ψk,Xk) = γ
fk
∏
(q,i)∈ψk
∏
j:bj,q
k
=1
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
p(yˆjk|x
i,s
k ) (5.2.41)
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If the above equation is reduced as
p(Yˆk|ψk,Xk) = γ
fk
∏
(q,i)∈ψk
Γi,qk (5.2.42)
where
Γi,qk =
∏
j:bj,q
k
=1
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
p(yˆjk|x
i,s
k ) (5.2.43)
it reveals that the factor Γi,qk is a product of probabilities. If there are
a large number of measurements as in the case of video tracking, this
product approaches zero
Γi,qk ≈ 0|M→∞ (5.2.44)
To overcome this problem logarithmic probability is used, hence equa-
tion (5.2.41) becomes
ln p(Yˆk|ψk,Xk) = fk ln γ +
∑
(q,i)∈ψk
∑
j:bj,q
k
=1
ln
{
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
p(yˆjk|x
i,s
k )
} (5.2.45)
where the measurement model p(yˆjk|x
i,s
k ) is defined by a Gaussian model
p(yˆjk|x
i,s
k ) = N (x
i,s
k ,Σl) (5.2.46)
where Σl is the measurement noise covariance. By using the above
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equation the probability ln p(ψk|Yˆk) becomes
ln p(ψk|Yˆk) = fk ln γ +
∑
(q,i)∈ψk
∑
j:bj,q
k
=1
ln
{
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
p(yˆjk|x
i,s
k )
}
+ constant
(5.2.47)
This is because it is supposed that p(ψk|Xk) is a constant.
In a standard JPDAF, the number of hypotheses increases expo-
nentially with increase in the number of targets, which results in an
exponential increase in computational complexity. In the proposed
framework Murty’s algorithm [79] is adopted to limit the number of hy-
potheses. This algorithm returns the k-best hypotheses whereas a par-
ticle filter is used to define the elements of the cost matrix for Murty’s
algorithm
costiq =
∏
j:bj,q
k
=1
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
p(yˆjk|x
i,s
k ) (5.2.48)
where costiq represents the cost of assigning the q
th cluster to the ith
target.
5.2.6 Variable Number of Targets
Most multi-target tracking algorithms assume a fixed number of tar-
gets [13, 27, 29, 30]. In [40] the JPDAF is extended to allow for the
variable number of targets. An additional tracker is used to maintain
the distribution for the number of targets. A similar approach is used
by [3] which estimates the posterior probability of the number of targets
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N given the number of clusters K at discrete time step k
p(Nk|K1:k) ∝ p(Kk|Nk)
∑
n
{p(Nk|Nk−1 = n)
p(Nk−1 = n|K1:k−1)}
(5.2.49)
where p(Kk|Nk) is the measurement model which represents the prob-
ability of Kk clusters given Nk targets. In [3], this probability is esti-
mated by using the observed or simulated data. This technique does
not perform very well for non-rigid targets because they may change
their shapes and generate more than one cluster per target. Hence the
number of targets does not always depend on the number of clusters,
therefore it is difficult to model p(Kk|Nk).
A more robust technique is proposed in this work to efficiently calcu-
late the number of targets. Instead of estimating the number of targets
on the basis of number of clusters, the proposed technique estimates
them on the basis of 1) location of clusters µk at time step k 2) size
of clusters Σk at time step k and 3) position of the targets Xk−1 at
the previous time step k− 1. An existing target leaving the monitored
region is regarded as a death whereas the target entering the region is
considered as a birth of a target. The fact is employed that the tar-
gets can only enter or leave in a video frame through either side of the
frame. Hence a region is marked around a video frame and named as a
red region. A target entering the red region is considered as leaving or
entering the tracking region. Hence to calculate the number of targets
the probability of death or birth of targets is calculated
p(death|µk,Σk,Xk) = p(Z
r
k|µk,Σk)p(Et|Xk) (5.2.50)
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where p(Zrk|µk,Σk) represents the probability of having a cluster Z
r
k in
the red region, which can be calculated as
p(Zrk|µk,Σk) = 1− exp
(
−
Np
σ2d
)
(5.2.51)
where Np is the number of pixels of a cluster found in the red region
and σ2d is the variance of the measurement noise. This probability is
directly dependent on the size and location of the cluster; p(Et|Xk)
represents the probability that the cluster found in the red region is
generated by an existing target Et. This probability is calculated as
p(Et|Xk) = exp
(
−
dmin
σ2x
)
(5.2.52)
where dmin is the minimum distance between the cluster found in the
red region and the location of targets at the previous state. Hence if the
location of the cluster in the red region is close to one of the previous
states of the targets then the probability of the existing target being in
the red region is high.
Because the availability of an appropriate size cluster in the red
region can only give rise to birth or death of targets, hence probability
of birth of a target is calculated as
p(birth|µk,Σk,Xk) = p(Z
r
k|µk,Σk)(1− p(Et|Xk)). (5.2.53)
If the algorithm finds that the probability of the birth is greater than
the probability of death and is greater than a predefined threshold
value, a new target is added and the algorithm starts a new tracker for
the newly born target. The tracker is initialised with the position of
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the cluster found in the red region. On the other hand, if probability
of death is greater than probability birth and is greater than a prede-
fined threshold value, the cluster and the corresponding target found
in the red region are deleted. This completes the full description of the
proposed framework. A summary of the overall proposed framework is
described in Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 Framework Summary
Input: Video frame at time step k
Output: 2-D position of all the targets in each frame k
1: Perform the background subtraction to extract Mk foreground
pixels.
2: Save the coordinates of foreground pixels which represent data
points Yk.
3: Initialise the parameters α◦, β◦, m◦ W◦ and υ◦.
4: for j = 1, ...,M do
5: for q = 1, ..., K do
6: Evaluate initial responsibilities rj,q◦ with equation (5.2.27).
7: end for
8: for q = 1, ..., K do
9: Normalise the responsibilities: rj,q◦ =
rj,q◦∑K
q=1 r
j,q
◦
.
10: end for
11: end for
12: while Convergence criteria is not satisfied do
13: for q = 1, ..., K do
14: Evaluate N qk , y¯
q
k, α
q
k, βq, mq, W
−1
q , υq and S
q
k with equations
(5.2.18), (5.2.22), (5.2.17), (5.2.20), (5.2.21), (5.2.23), (5.2.24)
and (5.2.25) respectively.
15: end for
16: Evaluate responsibilities rj,qk for all j and q at time step k by
following steps (4) through (11).
17: end while
18: Assign the lth cluster to measurement yjk, when r
j,l
k =
maxq=1:K r
j,q
k and repeat it for all the measurements.
19: Delete the small clusters.
20: Evaluate probability of death and birth by using equations
(5.2.50) and (5.2.53) respectively.
21: Identify number of targets.
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22: Evaluate cost matrix by using equation (5.2.48).
23: Evaluate k-best hypothesis by using Murty’s algorithm [79].
24: for i = 1, ...., N do
25: Draw Ns samples by using the state transition model
26: for q = 1, ..., K do
27: Evaluate the set of hypothesis Ψi,qk which assigns the q
th cluster
to the ith target.
28: For every hypothesis ψk ∈ Ψ
i,q
k evaluate ln p(ψk|Yˆk) by using
equations (5.2.46) and (5.2.47).
29: Evaluate τi by using equations (5.2.33), (5.2.34) and (5.2.35).
30: if τi = 1 then
31: Evaluate p(Zqk|x
i
k) with equations (5.2.32), (5.3.3) and (5.3.4).
32: else
33: p(Zqk|x
i
k) = 1
34: end if
35: Evaluate p(Zqk|x
i
k, Yˆk,Ψ
i,q
k ) with equation (5.2.28).
36: end for
37: Weight all the particles using equation (5.2.40).
38: Update states of all the targets according to equation (5.2.39).
39: end for
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5.3 Experimental Results
To examine the robustness of the algorithm to close interactions, oc-
clusions and varying number of targets, the algorithm is evaluated by
tracking a variable number of people in three different publicly available
video datasets: CAVIAR, PETS2006 and AV16.3. The test sequences
are recorded at a resolution of 288× 360 pixels at 25 frames/sec in an
closed arena and in total there are 45 sequences. Both quantitative
and graphical results are presented and the performance of the pro-
posed framework is compared with recently proposed techniques [3], [1]
and [4].
All the parameters have been chosen empirically to yield best re-
sults. Targets in the room are not initialised manually and the algo-
rithm automatically starts the tracker for the target entering the room.
5.3.1 Background Subtraction Results
Figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show the results obtained from the codebook
background subtraction method [85] for a few selected video frames
from the AV16.3, CAVIAR and PETS2006 datasets respectively. The
originals of these frames are shown in Figs. 5.7, 5.10 and 5.11. In the
experiment, the shadow bound is set to α = 0.5, highlight bound β = 2
and the colour detection threshold ε = 20 (see [85] for further details
about these parameters). These parameters were the same for all the
sequences of all three datasets. From the background subtraction re-
sults, the coordinates of the foreground pixels are saved which represent
data points Yˆk. Frames 440 and 476 in Fig. 5.2 show that we get a few
extra foreground pixels due to reflections on the floor and in the glass
which are eliminated at the clustering stage, as shown in Fig. 5.5.
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(a) Frame 255 (b) Frame 278
(c) Frame 288 (d) Frame 313
Figure 5.1. Background subtraction results for certain frames of se-
quence “seq45-3p-1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3 dataset: code-
book background subtraction is implemented to separate the fore-
ground pixels from the background.
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(a) Frame 334 (b) Frame 440
(c) Frame 476 (d)Frame 524
Figure 5.2. Background subtraction results for certain frames of se-
quence “ThreePastShop2cor” of the CAVIAR dataset: codebook back-
ground subtraction is implemented to separate the foreground pixels
from the background.
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(a) Frame 85 (b) Frame 292
(c) Frame 327 (d) Frame 1038
Figure 5.3. Background subtraction results for certain frames of se-
quence “S1-T1-C” of the PETS2006 dataset: codebook background
subtraction is implemented to separate the foreground pixels from the
background.
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5.3.2 Clustering results
The clustering is based on the variational Bayesian clustering technique.
The advantage of this technique is that it is not required to define
the exact number of clusters K. To perform the experiments, K is
initialised by setting it equal to 15 which then converges automatically
to the minimum possible number. A very high value of K increases the
convergence time of the clustering algorithm while a very small value
of K may result in too small number of clusters. Prior parameter m◦
represents the initial position of the clusters, it is initialised with the
mean of all the current measurements. A more accurate initialisation
may result in a quicker convergence but this is not pursued in this work.
Other prior parameters are defined as: υ◦ = 3, α◦ = 0.6 and β◦ = 1.
However a full study about sensitivity of the system to the choice of
different parameters is beyond the scope of this research work.
The prior parameter W◦ used in equation (5.2.23) determines the
human shape which is modeled as an ellipse. It is defined with the help
of the following equation
W◦ = (U)
T ∗ [ l1 00 l2 ] ∗U (5.3.1)
where l1 and l2 are equatorial radii of the ellipse which models the
human shape. l1 and l2 are set to 500 and 300 respectively while U is
defined as
U =
[
cos(pi/2) − sin(pi/2)
− sin(pi/2) cos(pi/2)
]
. (5.3.2)
The clustering results for a few of the video frames are shown in Figs.
5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. Blue, red, green, magenta, cyan, yellow and black
represent first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh clusters
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respectively. If there are more than 7 clusters the colour scheme is
repeated.
These figures show that the clustering performs well when targets
are apart and every target is represented by a separate cluster but when
one of the targets approaches or occludes another target, a single cluster
may contains regions of two targets. Also, when the targets are close to
the camera they appear bigger and hence require more than one cluster
to represent them. This is because the clusters are initialised with fixed
elliptical shapes. It is also clear that the clustering stage is unaware of
the identity of the targets.
To eliminate the extra foreground pixels due to the reflections, the
small clusters consisting of less than 100 pixels were deleted.
5.3.3 Data Association and Occlusion Handling
Data association is the most crucial part of the framework. All possible
hypotheses of joint association event ψk for the AV16.3 dataset have
been considered. Hence at every time step k, K! joint association events
are generated. For example K = 3 for Frame 255 in Fig. 5.4. For
the CAVIAR and PETS2006 datasets, only ten best hypothesis are
considered which are obtained with the help of Murty’s algorithm [79].
In the proposed framework a new JPDAF based data association
technique is proposed which exploits both features and location of clus-
ters. Colour is one of the very basic features which can be used to
differentiate between two targets. In this work the Bhattacharyya dis-
tance between the colour histograms of cluster q and target i is used to
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Figure 5.4. Clustering results for certain frames of sequence “seq45-
3p-1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3 dataset: First, second and
third clusters are represented by blue, red and green colours respectively
(a) target 2 starts occluding target 1 (b) target 2 appearing again after
occlusion (c) target 2 is approaching target 3 (d) target 3 comes out of
occlusion.
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Figure 5.5. Clustering results for certain frames of sequence “Three-
PastShop2cor” of the CAVIAR dataset: First, second, third, fourth,
fifth, sixth and seventh clusters are represented by blue, red, green,
magenta, cyan, yellow and black colours respectively. In frame 334
there are 8 clusters and hence the 8th cluster is again represented by
blue.
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Figure 5.6. Clustering results for certain frames of sequence “S1-T1-
C” of the PETS2006 dataset: First, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth
and seventh clusters are represented by blue, red, green, magenta, cyan,
yellow and black colours respectively.
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calculate the distance di(H iref , H
q
k)
di(H iref , H
q
k) =
√
1− ρ(H iref , H
q
k) (5.3.3)
where H iref is the reference histogram which is created by using the
cluster associated with target i at the time step when the target i first
appears in the video. Hqk is the histogram created for cluster q at the
current time step k and ρ(H iref , H
q
k) is the Bhattacharyya coefficient
ρ(H iref , H
q
k) =
G∑
g=1
√
H i,gref , H
q,g
k (5.3.4)
where G represents the number of histogram bins and 16×16×16 colour
histograms bins are used. The identity parameter helps to improve the
data association results during close interactions and occlusions of the
targets.
The data association results of the proposed framework are com-
pared with the technique presented in [3] in which data association is
performed by using the JPDAF technique which does not consider the
features of the clusters. Data association results on AV16.3, CAVIAR
and PETS2006 datasets are presented next.
5.3.3.1 AV16.3 Dataset
The person standing in the middle in frame 255 of Fig. 5.7 is marked as
target 1, the one on the right is marked as target 2 and the person on
the left is marked as target 3. The performance of the JPDAF without
using features is first analysed and shown here with the help of a few
selected video frames. These frames show the close interactions and
occlusions of the targets.
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It can be seen in Fig. 5.4 the clustering stage does not have the
data association knowledge and hence every target generates a different
cluster in different frames. A soft assignment technique is adopted for
cluster to target association. Therefore, every cluster is associated with
every target with certain probability. Table 5.1 shows the ground truth
of the cluster to target association. It highlights only those clusters
which should get the maximum association probability.
The data association results obtained by implementing the JPDAF
to solve the occlusions shown in Fig. 5.7 are explained with the help of
Table 5.2. This table shows that when targets 1 and 2 approach each
other the data association fails to assign correct probabilities. Table
5.2 shows that in frame 255 that instead of assigning higher probability
to cluster 1 for target 1 the algorithm is assigning higher probability
to cluster 3 resulting in a tracking error. This trend can also be seen
in frame 278. Similar assignment errors are produced in frames 288
and 313 while solving the occlusions. Fig. 5.7 show the video frames
pointing out these tracking errors.
In the proposed framework these tracking failures are tackled with
the help of a new JPDAF based data association technique which ex-
ploits both features and location of clusters. Table 5.3 shows the im-
proved data association results achieved with the help of the proposed
JPDAF technique.
It can be seen from Table 5.3 that the algorithm has corrected the
data association and every cluster is correctly associated with the re-
spective targets. For instance, in frame 278 for target 3 higher probabil-
ities are assigned to clusters 1 and 3. Such cluster to target association
for successful occlusion handling can also be seen in Fig. 5.9.
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Table 5.1. Cluster to target association ground truth for certain
frames of sequence “seq45-3p-1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3
dataset
Frame No. Target No. Cluster Colour Cluster No.
1 Blue 1
255 2 Green 3
3 Red 2
1 Red 2
278 2 Green 3
3 Blue 1
1 Blue 1
288 2 Green 3
3 Red 2
1 Red 2
313 2 Green 3
3 Blue 1
Table 5.2. Cluster to target association probabilities without
using cluster features for certain frames of sequence “seq45-3p-
1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3 dataset
Frame Target Probability of Probability of Probability of
No. No. cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster 3
1 0.395 0.184 0.421
255 2 0.362 0.181 0.457
3 0.121 0.784 0.095
1 0.152 0.307 0.541
278 2 0.212 0.357 0.431
3 0.196 0.412 0.392
1 0.136 0.332 0.532
288 2 0.306 0.191 0.501
3 0.384 0.195 0.421
1 0.422 0.087 0.491
313 2 0.435 0.141 0.424
3 0.494 0.125 0.381
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Table 5.3. Cluster to target association probabilities by us-
ing cluster features for certain frames of sequence “seq45-3p-
1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3 dataset
Frame Target Probability of Probability of Probability of
No. No. cluster 1 cluster 2 cluster 3
1 0.419 0.182 0.398
255 2 0.347 0.182 0.469
3 0.097 0.811 0.091
1 0.170 0.635 0.194
278 2 0.264 0.306 0.428
3 0.554 0.142 0.303
1 0.694 0.123 0.182
288 2 0.239 0.363 0.397
3 0.164 0.484 0.351
1 0.116 0.776 0.107
313 2 0.356 0.124 0.519
3 0.395 0.276 0.328
(a) Frame 255 (b) Frame 278
(c) Frame 288 (d) Frame 313
Figure 5.7. Tracking results for certain frames of sequence “seq45-3p-
1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3 dataset without using the cluster-
ing features: Tracking failures can be seen in (a)-(d) due to inaccurate
data association.
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5.3.3.2 CAVIAR Dataset
The first, second, third, fourth and fifth person in the video sequence
are represented by blue, red, green, magenta and cyan ellipses. The
performance of the proposed data association technique is analysed and
shown with the help of a few selected video frames. These frames show
the close interactions and occlusions of the targets. Table 5.4 shows the
ground truth of cluster to target association for a few of the selected
video frames. Table 5.5 shows the data association results achieved with
the help of the proposed technique. Because of the varying shape of
the targets, the clustering stage is producing more than one cluster per
target. It can be seen in Table 5.5 that multiple clusters are assigned to
every target with some association probability. For example in Frame
440 target 3 is represented by clusters 3, 6 and 7 and therefore they
share the probabilities 0.199, 0.050 and 0.751 respectively.
5.3.3.3 PETS2006 Dataset
The first, second, third, fourth and fifth person in the video sequence
are represented by blue, red, green, magenta and cyan ellipses. The
performance of the proposed data association technique is analysed and
shown with the help of a few selected video frames. Table 5.6 shows
the ground truth of cluster to target association for few of the selected
video frames. Table 5.7 shows the data association results achieved
with the help of the proposed technique.
5.3.4 Variable Number of Targets Results
Robustness of the algorithm for estimating the correct number of tar-
gets in a video sequence is compared with the capability of [3]. In [3]
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Table 5.4. Cluster to target association ground truth for certain
frames of sequence “ThreePastShop2cor” of the CAVIAR dataset
Frame No. Target No. Cluster Colour Cluster No.
1 Blue 1
2 Magenta 4
334 3 Red & Black 2 & 7
4 Green, Cyan & Black 3,5 & 7
5 Yellow & Blue 6 & 8
1 Yellow 6
2 Cyan 5
440 3 Green & Black 3 & 7
4 Green & Magenta 3 & 4
5 Blue & Red 1 & 2
1 Cyan 5
2 Magenta 4
476 3 Blue & Green 1 & 3
4 Red & Green 2 & 3
5 Green & Yellow 3 & 6
1 Blue 1
2 Red 2
524 3 Cyan 5
4 Yellow 6
5 Magenta 4
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Table 5.5. Cluster to target association probabilities by using cluster
features for certain frames of sequence “ThreePastShop2cor” of the
CAVIAR dataset
Frame Target cluster cluster cluster cluster cluster cluster cluster cluster
No. No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0.91 0.090 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
334 3 0.11 0.529 0 0 0 0 0.361 0
4 0 0.039 0.404 0 0.396 0.050 0.100 0.021
5 0 0 0 0 0.098 0.350 0 0.552
1 0 0 0.039 0 0 0.920 0.041 -
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -
440 3 0 0 0.199 0 0 0.050 0.751 -
4 0 0.031 0.551 0.339 0 0 0.079 -
5 0.411 0.424 1.065 0 0 0 0 -
1 0 0.049 0 0 0.951 0 0 -
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -
476 3 0.421 0.029 0.509 0 0 0.041 0 -
4 0 0.922 0.078 0 0 0 0 -
5 0.028 0 0.121 0 0 0.851 0 -
1 0.980 0 0 0 0 0.020 0 0
2 0 0.857 0 0 0 1.043 0 0
524 3 0 0 0 0.027 0.973 0 0 0
4 0 0.087 0 0 0 0.913 0 0
5 0 0 0 0.894 0.106 0 0 0
Table 5.6. Cluster to target association ground truth for certain
frames of sequence “S1-T1-C” of the PETS2006 dataset
Frame No. Target No. Cluster Colour Cluster No.
85 1 Blue 1
1 Yellow 6
2 Cyan 5
292 3 Red & Green 2 & 3
4 Black 7
1 Green 3
2 Cyan 5
327 3 Red 2
4 Blue & Black 1 & 7
1 Magenta 4
2 Green 3
1038 3 Red 2
4 Blue 1
5 Cyan 5
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Table 5.7. Cluster to target association probabilities by using cluster
features for certain frames of sequence “S1-T1-C” of the PETS2006
dataset
Frame Target cluster cluster cluster cluster cluster cluster cluster
No. No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
85 1 1 - - - - - -
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
292 3 0 0.389 0.611 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
327 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.558 0 0 0 0 0 0.441
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 -
1038 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 -
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 -
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
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the number of targets is calculated on the basis of only the number
of clusters. Fig. 5.8 presents a comparison of number of targets and
number of clusters in video frames.
It is apparent from Fig. 5.8 the number of targets does not always
vary with the number of clusters and hence it it difficult to train the
system to estimate the number of targets on the basis of the number
of clusters. In the proposed algorithm, instead of using the number of
clusters, the size and location of clusters is exploited to estimate the
number of targets on all the sequences. With the help of the proposed
technique an accurate estimation of the number of targets is achieved.
Successful handling of variable numbers of targets can be seen in Figs.
5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.
5.3.5 Tracking Results
Particle filtering is used to track the multiple targets in a video, whereas
a minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator is used to estimate
the final unknown states of the targets. Every target in the video is
assigned an individual particle filter. When a new target enters the
room, the algorithm automatically initialises a new tracker with the
help of the data association results by using the mean value of the
cluster assigned to that target. Similarly, when a target leaves the
room, the respective tracker is stopped. A particle size Ns = 60 is used
for all the particle filters. A two-dimensional motion of a moving target
is described by using the constant velocity model
x
i,s
k = Tx
i
k−1 + uk (5.3.5)
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Figure 5.8. Experimental results of variable number of people: the
graph shows the number of clusters and the actual number of targets
as a function of time. Number of clusters and number of targets are
not always the same.
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where uk is the measurement noise and the matrix T is defined as
T =
[
1 t 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 t
0 0 0 1
]
and t is the frame sampling interval.
The tracking results for a few selected frames from AV16.3, CAVIAR
and PETS2006 datasets are shown in Figs. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 respec-
tively. Blue, red, green, magenta and cyan ellipses represent first, sec-
ond, third, fourth and fifth targets respectively.
Fig. 5.9 shows that the tracker has successfully started a new tracker
for the new targets in frames 225 and 278. In frame 278 it can be seen
that the tracker has solved the occlusions between target 1 and target 2.
Frame 288 shows that the tracker keeps tracking all targets even when
they are very close to each other. Frames 320 and 326 show that the
tracker has successfully handled the occlusion between targets 2 and 3.
In frame 375 it can bee seen that target 2 has left the room and the
algorithm has automatically removed its tracker, which is started again
when the target has returned back in frame 420. Successful handling of
occlusion between targets 3 and 1 can be seen in frames 389 and 405.
Results in Fig. 5.10 show that the tracker has successfully started
a new tracker for the new targets in frame 334. In frame 476 it can be
seen that the tracker has solved the occlusion between target three and
four. Similarly, frames 524 and 572 show that the tracker solves the
occlusion between target three and five. A similar behavior can also be
seen in Fig. 5.11.
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(a) Frame 124 (b) Frame 225
(c) Frame 278 (d) Frame 288
(e) Frame 320 (f) Frame 326
(g) Frame 375 (h) Frame 389
(i) Frame 405 (j) Frame 420
Figure 5.9. Tracking results for certain frames of sequence “seq45-
3p-1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3 dataset: it is shown that the
proposed tracking framework can successfully track a variable number
of targets while handling complex occlusions. (a) shows the tracking
of one target, (b), (c) and (j) show that the algorithm successfully
initialises the new tracker, (g) shows that the tracker is deleted when
the target leaves the room, (c)-(i) show successful occlusion handling.
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(a) Frame 152 (b) Frame 334
(c) Frame 379 (d) Frame 409
(e) Frame 440 (f) Frame 452
(g) Frame 475 (h) Frame 497
(i) Frame 524 (j) Frame 572
Figure 5.10. Tracking results for certain frames of sequence “Three-
PastShop2cor” of the CAVIAR dataset : the proposed tracking frame-
work can successfully track a variable number of targets while handling
complex occlusions.
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(a) Frame 85 (b) Frame 273
(c) Frame 292 (d) Frame 310
(e) Frame 327 (f) Frame 359
(g) Frame 379 (h) Frame 996
(i) Frame 1026 (j) Frame 1038
Figure 5.11. Tracking results for certain frames of sequence “S1-T1-
C” of the PETS2006 dataset: the proposed tracking framework can
successfully track a variable number of targets while handling complex
occlusions.
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5.3.6 Performance Comparison
To evaluate the overall performance of the proposed framework it is
compared with the MCMC-PF proposed in Chapter 4 and methods
proposed in [3], [1] and [4].
Table 5.8 presents the performance result of the proposed frame-
work and the tracking algorithms proposed in [3], [1] and [4]. The
performance results are compiled by using 45 sequences from AV16.3,
CAVIAR and PETS2006 datasets. All three different datasets have
different environments and backgrounds. The results show that the
proposed algorithm has significantly improved the tracking results and
9.16% tracking accuracy improvement is achieved over best of the other
methods. There is moreover a significant 4.62% reduction in the wrong
identifications which has improved the overall accuracy of the tracker.
5.3.7 Computational complexity
A variable measurement size technique is used in the proposed algo-
rithm to achieve an improved computational complexity. The mea-
surement size is increased or decreased on the basis of the distance
between the targets. If the distance between the targets is high the
number of measurements are decreased and when they approach each
other measurement size is increased. In the proposed algorithm down
sampling of measurements is performed when distance between targets
becomes 80 pixels or less. The decrease in the measurement size helps to
achieve clustering convergence in a smaller number of iterations which
results in improved computational complexity. This is shown in Table
5.9 with the help of a few selected frames from sequence “seq45-3p-
1111 cam3 divx audio” of the AV16.3 dataset.
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Table 5.9 also shows that the proposed technique reduced the num-
ber of iterations for convergence. The reduction in the number of itera-
tions for convergence improves the run-time of the tracking algorithm.
The average run-time (calculated using 45 video sequences from three
datasets) of the proposed framework due to the reduction in number
of iterations is 0.587 seconds per frame, as compared to the run-time
without measurement reduction which is 2.611 seconds per frame. The
run-time of the approach of [3] is 1.417 seconds per frame. This run-
time comparison is made by implementing the algorithms on MATLAB
(version R2012a) with a 3.2GHz I5 processor.
5.3.8 Summary
Successful background subtraction is achieved with the help of the code-
book background subtraction technique and the results are shown in
Figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. A successful grouping of foreground pixels into
clusters with the help of the proposed variational Bayesian technique
is presented in Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. The quantitative results of data
association in Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and tracking results
in Figs. 5.7, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 show that:
1 The JPDAF based technique proposed in [3] is unable to assign
the appropriate clusters to the targets and hence results in track-
ing failures while solving the complex occlusions.
2 The proposed data association technique has improved the data
association results by correcting the association probabilities with
the help of extracted features. This technique has helped to ob-
tain significantly better tracking results during close interactions
and inter-target occlusions.
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Graphical results shown in Fig. 5.8 and tracking results shown in Figs.
5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 indicate that:
1 Estimating the number of targets on the basis of the number of
clusters does not produce accurate results because the number of
clusters does not always vary with the number of targets.
2 Accurate target number estimation results are achieved with the
help of the proposed technique which exploits the size and loca-
tion of the clusters, and the estimated state of the targets at the
previous time step.
Performance results in Table 5.8 showed that the overall perfor-
mance of the proposed tracking framework resulted in an improve-
ment in the performance as compared to the recently proposed tech-
niques [3], [1] and [4].
Finally, comparison results shown in Table 5.9 demonstrate that
the proposed adaptive down sampling technique helps to significantly
reduce the convergence iterations of clustering which improves the run-
time of the overall algorithm.
5.4 Summary
A novel variational Bayesian clustering-based framework has been pre-
sented for multi-target tracking to use multiple measurements originat-
ing from a target without aggregating them into features. An improved
joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) based technique was
developed to exploit the clustering information within the data asso-
ciation to solve complex inter-target occlusions. A technique based
on the size and location of clusters, and estimated states of the tar-
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gets was also presented which ensures that the algorithm accurately
and robustly handled a variable number of targets. The performance
of the proposed framework was compared with the MCMC technique
proposed in Chapter 4 and recently proposed techniques in [3] and [1].
By using qualitative and quantitative results it was shown that the
proposed framework significantly improved the tracking results.
Although the proposed framework out performs the state-of-the-art
techniques due to [3] and [1] the number of hypothesis in the JPDAF
exponentially grows with increase in number of clusters. This results
in an exponential increase in the computational complexity. Murty’s
algorithm solves the problem to some extent by selecting the k-best
hypothesis. However, this is only an approximation and it depends
how efficiently the cost matrix is calculated. To overcome this problem
and to achieve more accurate tracking results, in the next chapter the
JPDAF is replaced with a new belief propagation based data association
technique.
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Table 5.8. Comparison of performance of the proposed tracking frame-
work with the approach of [3], [1] and [4]
Accuracy MD(%) WI(%) FP(%)
Tracking algorithm [1] 70.14 14.96 11.67 3.23
Tracking algorithm [4] 73.45 15.13 6.11 5.31
Tracking algorithm [3] 74.01 14.41 8.57 3.01
Proposed framework 83.17 9.75 3.95 3.13
Table 5.9. Comparison of convergence iterations for different mea-
surement sizes
Frame Minimum Measurement Size Convergence Iterations
No. Distance Orignal Reduced Orignal Reduced
210 227.33 11439 1255 193 15
218 201.01 14496 1614 389 20
221 186.85 15887 1780 282 25
225 159.64 17792 1966 279 29
228 137.60 17819 1964 334 40
Chapter 6
BELIEF PROPAGATION
BASED DATA ASSOCIATION
FOR MULTI-TARGET
TRACKING
6.1 Introduction
This chapter is related to the last four objectives of the research work,
which were mentioned in Chapter 1. The focus is to solve the limitations
of the data association algorithm proposed in Chapter 5. Therefore a
novel data association algorithm for multi-target tracking is proposed
which assigns multiple measurements to a target to mitigate informa-
tion loss.
The proposed data association algorithm provides a graphical solu-
tion for cluster to target association. It is based on belief propagation
(BP) which can assign multiple clusters to a target with relatively lower
computational complexity. Moreover, the computational complexity of
the algorithm grows linearly with increase in number of targets as com-
pared to the feature based joint probabilistic data association filter
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(JPDAF) of Chapter 5 for which it grows exponentially.
To achieve robust data association results, the proposed algorithm
exploits the inter-cluster dependency information which helps to assign
multiple related clusters to one target. Both location and features
of clusters are used to re-identify the targets when they emerge from
occlusions which helps to overcome the tracking failures. To exploit
the location information with the proposed data association algorithm,
a new unary potential is designed for BP while pairwise potentials are
defined on the basis of cluster features. Furthermore, a technique is
proposed to prioritise the clusters. Clusters which are more reliable
and have more certain identities are given higher priority as compared
to the clusters which are ambiguous. This helps to simplify the cluster
to target association problem.
6.2 Data Association Using Belief Propagation
6.2.1 Overview
The goal of the the proposed data association algorithm is to associate
K clusters (produced due to variational Bayesian clustering) to N tar-
gets. The joint state of all the targets at discrete time k is represented
as Xk = [(x
1
k)
T , . . . , (xik)
T , . . . , (xNk )
T ]T , where xik contains the position
and velocity information of the ith target at time k. Measurements at
time k are represented as Yk = [(y
1
k)
T , . . . , (yjk)
T , . . . , (yMk )
T ]T , where
y
j
k represents the coordinates of a pixel measurement in the k
th frame.
In the proposed graphical data association algorithm, the data as-
sociation is taken as a multi-labelling problem, where labels (target)
are assigned to the available clusters. To solve the problem when a
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single target generates multiple clusters, the proposed algorithm al-
lows multiple clusters to take the same label. For every cluster q at
step k the output of the proposed algorithm is represented as aqk =
[aq,1k , . . . , a
q,i
k , . . . , a
q,N
k ], where a
q,i
k ∈ {0, 1}. The output a
q,i
k = 1 if
the qth cluster is assigned to the ith target and will be zero otherwise.
Therefore all but one of the elements of aqk will be 0.
To calculate the posterior probability distribution of the state (Xk|Yk),
the data association results are used within the particle filtering.
6.2.2 Graphical Representation of Data Association Problem
The cluster to target association problem can be represented with the
help of a graph as shown in Fig.6.1.
Figure 6.1. A graphical representation of cluster to target associa-
tion. Blue nodes represent clusters while red nodes are labels (targets),
whereas black and green connections are respectively the inter-cluster
dependency and a prior cluster-to-target association knowledge.
Blue nodes in the graph are representing clusters whereas red nodes
are the labels (targets) associated with every cluster. Black edges repre-
sent inter-cluster dependency while green edges represent a prior knowl-
edge about cluster-to-target association. The edge between two blue
nodes shows that the identity of one node gives some knowledge about
the identity of the other node. With the graphical representation, the
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data association problem simplifies to assigning labels to the clusters.
A pairwise Markov random field (MRF) [74] provides an appropriate
theoretical graphical model for the cluster to target association problem
defined in Fig. 6.1. An MRF is an undirected graph represented as
G = (V,E), where V represents nodes of the graph and E represents
the undirected edges between them. Nv represents the neighbouring
nodes of node v ∈ V . Each node v has a hidden node (label) hv ∈ H
attached to it. In the case of the cluster to target association problem
the hidden nodes are targets and visible nodes are clusters. Therefore
the label hv ∈ N whose state is represented as xk(hv).
In MRF, the edges between a visible node v and its neighbouring
visible node u is represented by a pairwise potential ψuv(hu, hv). It
represents a joint probability that the node v takes a label hv and node u
takes the label hu. It helps to model the joint behavior of neighbouring
nodes. The edge between node v and its label hv is represented by a
unary potential φv(hv). This represents a prior probability that a node
v will take the label hv. In MRF, the joint distribution of all the labels
can be formulated in terms of unary and pairwise potentials
p(H) =
∏
v∈V
φv(hv)
∏
u∈Nv
ψuv(hu, hv) (6.2.1)
The goal is to assign those labels (targets) to visible nodes (clusters)
which maximise the joint distribution p(H). In the proposed data asso-
ciation algorithm this is achieved with the help of a belief propagation
technique.
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6.2.3 Belief Propagation for Cluster to Target Association
In the cluster to target association problem explained in Section 6.2.2,
the objective reduces down to calculating a marginal distribution pv(hv)
for every label hv. BP is an inference technique which approximates
the marginal distributions by minimizing the Bethe free energy [86].
The concept of free energies is however out of the scope of the work,
refer to [86] for detailed study on the concepts. In BP, approxima-
tion of a marginal distribution pv(hv) is called as a belief which is
denoted as fv(hv). Therefore, belief fv(hv) at node v represents the
probability of node v having the label hv. The belief vector fv =
[fv(h1), · · · , fv(hv), · · · , fv(hN)] represents the beliefs at node v for tak-
ing labels h1 · · ·hN .
BP is a message passing technique, which evaluates the belief fv(hv)
at node v by exploiting both the prior information φv(hv) at node v
about the label hv and messages from all neighbouring nodes Nv. A
message represents how likely the node u thinks that the node v will
take the label hv. For example a message muv(hv) represents a prob-
ability that the neighbour u thinks that node v will take the label hv.
Assuming that all the messages are independent, belief at node v is the
product of unary potential at v and all the messages coming from all
the neighbouring nodes
fv(hv) = κφv(hv)
∏
u∈Nv
muv(hv) (6.2.2)
where κ is the normalizing factor. In the case of the cluster to target
association, this exchange of messages concept provides a solution to
assigning multiple clusters to one target. If for example two neighbour-
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ing clusters u and v are similar in terms of their features then it means
there is high probability that they are originating from the same target
and both should take the same label. Therefore a message muv(hv) will
suggest the same. These messages are evaluated by using the message
update rule
muv(hv) ∝
∑
hu∈H
ψuv(hu, hv)φu(hu)
∏
r∈Nu\v
mru(hu) (6.2.3)
where
gu(hu) =
∏
r∈Nu\v
mru(hu) (6.2.4)
is know as a pre-message at node u which it calculates by taking mes-
sages from the neighbouring nodes except v. The pairwise potential
ψuv(hu, hv) ensures that two clusters take the same label if they are
originating from the same target and different labels otherwise. The
max product form of the message passing equation can be achieved by
replacing the summation term by the max term.
The process of calculating the beliefs fv with the help of equations
(6.2.2) and (6.2.3) is repeated L times. After L iterations label hv is
assigned to node v if it produces the maximum belief at that node i.e
fv(hv) > fv(hp)
fv(hp) = max
hp∈H\hv
fv(hp) (6.2.5)
If the node v represents the qth cluster and the label hv represents the
ith target then the output at node v would be aqk = {0, 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0}.
This shows that only aq,ik = 1 and all other elements of a
q
k will be zero.
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Unary and pairwise potentials of the graph are designed such that both
features and location information of clusters can be exploited. The next
section explains how unary potentials are calculated to evaluate a prior
probability that node v will take label hv.
6.2.3.1 Unary Potentials
The unary potential φv(hv) is formulated by using the distance of a
cluster from the estimated location of the target. It is defined such
that the probability of the node v having identity hv decreases with the
increase in the distance between cluster v and the estimated location of
target hv and vice versa. Therefore, the evaluation of a unary potential
can be viewed as calculating the probability of measurements given the
location of targets
φv(hv) = p(Y
v
k|xk(hv)) (6.2.6)
where Yvk represents measurements of cluster v and xk(hv) represents
the state of target hv at time index k.
In the proposed algorithm the unary potential is evaluated in a two
steps process. In the first step the state of the target is estimated by
using a state transition model while in the second step measurement
likelihood is calculated. A sample based approach is designed for the
evaluation of unary potentials. Therefore, as a first step, Ns particles
are estimated with the help of a state transition model as explained
in Chapter 5. Every particle xsk(hv) is an estimated location of target
hv. These particles are then used in the second step to evaluate the
measurement likelihood. It is assumed that all the measurements are
independent, hence the unary potential is formulated as
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φv(hv) =
∏
j∈Yv
1
Ns
Ns∑
s=1
p(yv,jk |x
s(hv)) (6.2.7)
An advantage of using this unary potential is twofold: one is that
the position information of clusters and targets is utilised and second
there is no training data required.
The next section explains how the pairwise potentials ψuv(hu, hv)
are evaluated to exploit the inter-cluster dependency.
6.2.3.2 Pairwise Potentials
In this section pairwise potential term ψuv(hu, hv) is defined. In the
proposed work this term is defined such that if two clusters are similar
then they should have the same labels. Features of clusters are exploited
to evaluate similarity between them. The pairwise potential term is
defined as
ψuv(hu, hv) =


exp(−duv/ϑ) if hv = hu
1− exp(−duv/ϑ) otherwise
(6.2.8)
where ϑ is a constant and duv is the distance between nodes u and
v. One possible choice of calculating this distance is to calculate the
Bhattacharyya distance [83] between the features.
6.2.4 Prioritizing Nodes
The standard BP algorithm randomly selects the nodes to start the
message sending process. It also randomly selects the nodes to which
to send messages. In the cluster to target association problem, all
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nodes do not have the same level of initial belief about their identities
e.g. clusters which are at a higher distance from the other clusters
and have more discriminating features, therefore they are more certain
about their label as compared to others. A message from a more am-
biguous node to a less ambiguous node does not provide it with useful
information to help in choosing it’s label. Therefore in the proposed
algorithm, nodes which are less ambiguous (having strong initial belief
about their label) are prioritised and are allowed to send their messages
first. A similar approach is used in [10] to assign labels to tracklets.
Entropy of the belief vector at node v is used to define the ambiguity
of the node
S(v) = −
∑
hv∈H
fv(hv)log(fv(hv)). (6.2.9)
Smaller entropy of node v shows that the node is less ambiguous about
the identity and therefore gets a higher priority to send it’s messages
and vice versa.
To construct a belief at node v, the neighbouring node u sends a
message to node v by gathering messages from all its neighbours except
v. However, the messages received by node u from the more ambiguous
nodes do not provide useful information to solve the labelling problem.
Hence in the proposed work the message muv(hv) is constructed at
node u by considering the messages only from less ambiguous node u.
The complete BP based data association algorithm is summarised in
Algorithm 6.1.
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Algorithm 6.1 BP based data association algorithm
Input: M measurements
Ns particles for every target, particles are the estimated locations
of targets.
Labels Bk of M measurements from clustering process results in
K clusters.
1: φv(hv) ∀v ∈ V, ∀hv ∈ H ← Evaluate unary potentials by using
equation (6.2.7).
2: Initialise beliefs fv(hv) with initial unary potentials ←
φv(hv) ∀v ∈ V, ∀hv ∈ H .
3: for l = 1 : L do
4: S← Evaluate entropy of all the nodes by using equation (6.2.9)..
5: E ← Prioritise the nodes according to the entropy
6: for v = 1 : V − 1 do
7: u← Pick the most unambiguous node in E
8: I ← Pick all the less ambiguous neighbours of u
9: gu ← Evaluate the pre-message at u by using less ambiguous
nodes I in equation (6.2.4).
10: J ← Pick all the more ambiguous neighbours of u
11: for v ∈ J do
12: muv(hv) ∀hv ∈ H ← Evaluate message from node u to v by
using equation (6.2.3).
13: fv(hv) ∀hv ∈ H ← Evaluate belief at node v by using equation
(6.2.2).
14: end for
15: E ← E\u Resize E by eliminating the node u.
16: end for
17: end for
18: Assign labels to all the nodes by using equation (6.2.5) and the
rule explained in Section 6.2.3.
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6.3 Data Association Based Particle Filtering
Once the clusters are successfully assigned to the respective targets then
the data association information is used within the particle filtering to
evaluate the posterior distribution of the states of the targets
p(xik|Yk) =
Ns∑
s=1
wi,sk δ(x
i
k − x
i,s
k ) (6.3.1)
weight wi,sk for every particle i is evaluated with the help of the pro-
posed belief propagation data association filter. This is performed by
evaluating the measurement likelihood function
wi,sk =
∑
j∈Y¯i
k
p(yjk|x
i,s
k ) (6.3.2)
where Y¯ik represents measurements in all those clusters which have been
associated with target i as a result of the BP based cluster-to-target
association algorithm. Hence, equation (6.3.2) shows that to evaluate
a weight for the sth particle of the ith target, the likelihood p(yjk|x
i,s
k )
is summed overall the measurements originating from target i. The
over all tracking algorithm is described in Algorithm 6.2, which shows
how the new BP based data association algorithm is used within the
tracking framework proposed in Chapter 5.
6.4 Experimental Results
The algorithm is evaluated by tracking people in two different publicly
available video recordings taken from the CAVIAR data set available at
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIARDATA1/ and AV16.3 cor-
pus [2] available at http://glat.info/ma/av16.3/. These two different
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Algorithm 6.2 Framework Summary
Input: Video frame at time step k
Output: 2-D position of all the targets in each frame k
1: Perform the background subtraction to extract foreground pixels.
2: Save the coordinates of foreground pixels which represent data
points Yk..
3: Perform VB clustering to generate K clusters.
4: Delete the small clusters.
5: Evaluate probability of death and birth.
6: Identify number of targets.
7: for i = 1, ...., N do
8: Draw Ns samples by using the state transition model.
9: end for
10: Perform cluster to target association by using Algorithm 1.
11: for i = 1, ...., N do
12: Weight all the particles according to equation (6.3.2).
13: Update states of all the targets according to equation (6.3.1).
14: end for
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data sets cover the following scenarios: 1) when every target generates
a single clusters; 2) the under modeling case; when the number of clus-
ters is less than the number of targets; 3) when a single target may
generate more than one cluster.
The background subtraction and clustering techniques explained
in Chapter 5 are used to obtain K clusters which are then used to
track multiple humans with the help of the proposed BP based data
association algorithm.
Both quantitative and graphical results are presented and the per-
formance of the tracker with the proposed data association algorithm
is compared with MCMC-PF proposed in Chapter 4, the tracker with
feature based JPDAF proposed in Chapter 5 and the recently proposed
techniques [3] and [1].
6.4.1 AV16.3 Corpus
To examine the robustness of the algorithm, a sequence (seq45-3p-
1111 cam3 divx audio.avi) used in Chapter 5 is chosen again from the
AV16.3 corpus to compare the proposed algorithm with the one pro-
posed in Chapter 5. The test sequence is recorded at a resolution of
288 × 360 pixels at 25 frames/sec showing three people moving in a
room environment. All the parameters have been chosen empirically to
yield best results.
6.4.1.1 Data Association and Occlusion Handling Results
Before performing the data association, VB clustering is applied on the
background subtracted measurements. Parameter K for clustering is
initialised as 15 which then converges automatically to the minimum
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possible number. Prior parameter m◦ is initialised with the mean of
all the current measurements. Other prior parameters are defined as:
υ◦ = 3, α◦ = 0.6 and β◦ = 1.
The human shape is modeled as an ellipse for which equatorial radii
l1 and l2 are set to 300 and 200 respectively. Clustering results for a
few of the video frames are shown in Fig. 6.2. Blue, red and green
represent first, second and third clusters respectively.
The person standing in the middle in frame 255 of Fig. 6.4 is marked
as target 1, the one on the right is marked as target 2 and the person
on the left is marked as target 3.
The ground truths of the cluster to target association are shown
graphically in Fig. 6.3. Blue, red and green nodes represents first,
second and third clusters, similarly blue, red and green nodes attached
to every node represent first, second and third targets. In ground truth
it is assumed that there is an edge between every node, which means
every cluster is related to every other cluster.
The first step of the proposed data association algorithm as shown
in Algorithm 6.1 is to evaluate the unary potentials. Table 6.1 shows
the unary potentials for all the clusters shown in Fig. 6.2. These unary
potentials for every cluster v with respect to the label hv are evaluated
by using equation (6.2.7), whereas a Gaussian distribution is used as a
likelihood model
p(yv,jk |x
s
k(hv)) = N (x
s
k(hv),Σ) (6.4.1)
where the mean of the distribution is the state of the target represented
by label hv and Σ is the covariance matrix. These unary potentials
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(e) Frame 300 (f) Frame 313
Figure 6.2. Clustering results: First, second and third clusters are
represented by blue, red and green colours respectively (a) target 2
starts occluding target 1 (b) and (c) target 1 appearing again after
occlusion (d) target 2 is approaching target 3 (e) target 2 occludes
target 3 (f) target 3 comes out of occlusion.
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(a) Frame 255 (b) Frame 271
(c) Frame 278 (d) Frame 288
(e) Frame 300 (f) Frame 313
Figure 6.3. Data association ground truth: Blue, red and green nodes
represent first, second and third clusters. Similarly, the nodes repre-
senting the targets follow the same colour scheme.
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Table 6.1. Initial unary potentials
Frame Cluster Unary potential Unary Potential Unary Potential
No. No. for Target 1 for Target 2 for Target 3
1 0.370 0.066 0.564
255 2 0.533 0.360 0.107
3 0.325 0.383 0.292
1 0.290 0.599 0.111
271 2 0.456 0.385 0.159
3 0.253 0.332 0.415
1 0.167 0.649 0.184
278 2 0.178 0.381 0.442
3 0.470 0.377 0.153
1 0.153 0.599 0.248
288 2 0.106 0.412 0.482
3 0.630 0.277 0.093
1 0.638 0.102 0.260
300 2 0.124 0.470 0.406
1 0.055 0.736 0.209
313 2 0.795 0.060 0.144
3 0.246 0.318 0.436
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shown in Table 6.1 show that all the clusters do not have a strong
initial belief about their identities. For example in frame 255 cluster 3
has almost a similar belief about targets 1 and 3. Similarly, in frame
288 cluster 2 have similar beliefs for targets 2 and 3. Belief propagation
iterations solve the labeling problem and after L iterations it assigns
targets to the clusters. In experiments L = 10 is used.
Before going into the iterative steps of the BP, all the nodes are
prioritised by calculating the entropies according to equation (6.2.9).
Initial entropies for the selected frames are shown in Table 6.2. Nodes
are prioritised according to these entropies. The node having the min-
imum entropy is given the highest priority. In frame 278, cluster 1 has
the highest priority and therefore this node starts sending the messages
to other two nodes.
Table 6.3 shows the final data association results obtained after L
iterations. Results show that the proposed data association algorithm
successfully assigns the appropriate clusters to the targets even when
the target are partially occluded in frames 255, 271, 278 and 300. Re-
sults of frame 300 indicate the capability of the proposed algorithm to
mitigate the under modeling problem in clustering, which means that
the number of clusters are less than the number of targets. It can be
seen in the Table 6.3 that there is no cluster assigned to target 3 when
it is completely occluded behind target 2.
The cluster to target association results are further used to track
multiple targets. These results are described in the next section.
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Table 6.2. Entropies to prioritise the nodes.
Frame Cluster Cluster Cluster
No. 1 2 3
255 0.360 0.533 0.107
271 0.456 0.385 0.159
278 0.178 0.381 0.442
288 0.106 0.412 0.482
300 0.124 0.470 0.406
313 0.795 0.060 0.144
Table 6.3. Cluster to target data association results.
Frame Cluster Target Target Target
No. No. 1 2 3
1 0 0 1
255 2 1 0 0
3 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
271 2 1 0 0
3 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
278 2 0 0 1
3 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
288 2 0 0 1
3 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
300 2 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
313 2 1 0 0
3 0 0 1
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6.4.1.2 Tracking Results
Particle filtering is used to track the multiple targets in a video. Every
target in the video is assigned an individual particle filter. Particle size
of Ns = 60 is used for all the particle filters. A two-dimensional motion
of a moving target is described by using the constant velocity model.
The tracking results are shown in Fig. 6.4 with the help of coloured
ellipses around the targets. Blue, red and green ellipses represent first,
second and third targets respectively.
Results show that tracker successfully tracks target 1 and 2 in frames
255 and 259 when target 1 is occluding behind target 2. It keeps track-
ing these targets in frames 271 and 278 when target 1 comes out of
occlusion. Similarly, in frame 288 the tracker does not fail when all
three targets are very close to each other. In frame 300 target 3 is
almost completely occluded behind target 2 but still the tracker keeps
tracking it during occlusion and when it comes out of occlusion in frame
313. Successful tracking can also be seen in frames 326 and 420.
6.4.2 CAVIAR data set
A video sequence is selected from the CAVIAR data set in which there is
a maximum of five people in the video. The test sequence was recorded
at a resolution of 384 × 288 pixels at 25 frames per second. All the
parameters have been chosen empirically to yield best results
6.4.2.1 Data Association and Occlusion Handling Results
For VB clustering the parameter K is initialised with 15 which then
converges automatically to the minimum possible number. Prior pa-
rameterm◦ is initialised with the mean of all the current measurements.
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(a) Frame 225 (b) Frame 255
(c) Frame 259 (d) Frame 271
(e) Frame 278 (f) Frame 288
(g) Frame 300 (h) Frame 313
(i) Frame 326 (j) Frame 420
Figure 6.4. Tracking results: it is shown that the proposed tracking
framework can successfully track multiple targets while handling com-
plex occlusions. (a) shows the tracking of two targets, (b), (c) and (d)
show the tracking results when target 1 occludes behind target 2, (e),
(f), (i) and (j) shows successful tracking of all three targets when they
are very close to each other, (g) and (h) shows the tracking results when
target 2 occludes target 3.
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Other prior parameters are defined as: υ◦ = 3, α◦ = 0.6 and β◦ = 1.
The human shape is modeled as an ellipse for which equatorial radii
l1 and l2 are set to 300 and 200 respectively. Clustering results for a few
of the video frames are shown in Fig. 6.5. Blue, red, green, magenta,
cyan, yellow and black represent first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth
and seventh clusters respectively.
Originals of the clustered frames are shown in Fig. 6.6. Results show
that the clustering stage performs very well even when the targets are
partially occluded in frames 455, 468 and 508. However, sometimes a
single target is represented with multiple clusters. This is because the
targets look bigger when they are closer to the camera and in the pro-
posed clustering technique cluster sizes are kept fixed. To overcome this
problem the proposed BP based data association algorithm associates
multiple clusters to single target. For data association, first, second,
third, fourth and fifth targets are represented with blue, red, green,
magenta and cyan elapses.
Ground truths of the cluster to target association are shown in Table
6.4. Because of the huge number of clusters it is difficult to present them
in a graphical form. However, to built the ground truths it is assumed
that there is an edge between every node, which means it is assumed
that every cluster is related to every other cluster.
To perform the first step of the proposed data association algorithm
the unary potentials are evaluated. Table 6.5 shows the unary poten-
tials for all the clusters shown in Fig. 6.5.
These unary potentials show that all the clusters do not have a
strong initial belief about their identities. For example in frame 455
cluster 1 has almost a similar belief about targets 3 and 4. Similarly in
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Figure 6.5. Clustering results: first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth
and seventh clusters are represented by Blue, red, green, magenta, cyan,
yellow and black colours respectively.
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Table 6.4. Cluster to target association ground truth.
Frame No. Target No. Cluster Colour Cluster No.
1 Black 7
2 Magenta 4
334 3 Green 3
4 Red & Yellow 2 & 6
5 Blue & Cyan 1 & 5
1 Cyan 5
2 Green 3
409 3 Black 7
4 Blue & Magenta 1& 4
5 Red & Yellow 2 & 6
1 Black 7
2 Green 3
455 3 Blue 1
4 Red & Magenta 2 & 4
5 Cyan & Yellow 5 & 6
1 Black 7
2 Magenta 4
468 3 Blue & Red 1 & 2
4 Yellow 6
5 Green & Cyan 3 & 5
1 Yellow 6
2 Magenta 4
476 3 Blue & Cyan 1 & 5
4 Red 2
5 Green 3
1 Cyan 5
2 Red & Magenta 2 & 4
508 3 Blue 1
4 Yellow 6
5 Green 3
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Table 6.5. Unary potentials.
Frame Cluster Target Target Target Target Target
No. No. 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.0201 0.010 0.0476 0.201 0.719
2 0.032 0.016 0.201 0.665 0.083
3 0.050 0.027 0.768 0.119 0.034
334 4 0.252 0.307 0.189 0.143 0.107
5 0.135 0.078 0.177 0.272 0.336
6 0.148 0.085 0.230 0.297 0.237
7 0.308 0.219 0.196 0.158 0.116
1 0.057 0.028 0.093 0.672 0.147
2 0.047 0.021 0.045 0.157 0.727
3 0.080 0.716 0.128 0.049 0.024
409 4 0.069 0.058 0.212 0.453 0.206
5 0.456 0.147 0.146 0.152 0.097
6 0.087 0.060 0.140 0.304 0.407
7 0.065 0.095 0.632 0.155 0.050
1 0.078 0.102 0.383 0.322 0.113
2 0.157 0.089 0.249 0.307 0.196
3 0.123 0.518 0.190 0.110 0.057
455 4 0.173 0.168 0.218 0.226 0.212
5 0.156 0.133 0.209 0.240 0.259
6 0.106 0.0492 0.136 0.254 0.453
7 0.383 0.134 0.195 0.171 0.114
1 0.069 0.029 0.554 0.235 0.111
2 0.072 0.071 0.376 0.287 0.192
3 0.042 0.017 0.141 0.060 0.738
468 4 0.046 0.801 0.046 0.083 0.022
5 0.144 0.122 0.249 0.211 0.272
6 0.073 0.105 0.253 0.489 0.077
7 0.304 0.156 0.191 0.204 0.143
1 0.0585 0.026 0.600 0.133 0.180
2 0.067 0.107 0.163 0.597 0.0647
3 0.059 0.037 0.302 0.107 0.492
476 4 0.088 0.597 0.080 0.186 0.047
5 0.162 0.161 0.234 0.217 0.223
6 0.242 0.177 0.197 0.205 0.177
1 0.038 0.021 0.570 0.040 0.327
2 0.052 0.660 0.029 0.213 0.043
3 0.065 0.038 0.263 0.083 0.549
508 4 0.102 0.433 0.094 0.245 0.124
5 0.512 0.086 0.089 0.184 0.127
6 0.080 0.221 0.0415 0.584 0.071
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frame 476 cluster 5 have similar beliefs for targets 3 and 5. Belief prop-
agation solves the labeling problem after L iterations. In experiments
L = 10 is used.
To prioritise the nodes the entropies are calculated for selected
frames and results are shown in Table 6.6. Nodes are prioritised accord-
ing to these entropies. The node having the minimum entropy is given
the highest priority. In frame 409 cluster 2 has the highest priority and
therefore this node starts sending the messages to other nodes.
Table 6.7 shows the final data association results obtained after
L iterations. These data association results validate that the proposed
algorithm correctly assigns appropriate clusters to targets. During close
interactions and partial occlusions the algorithm does not fail. Also
if a target generates multiple clusters the proposed algorithm assigns
multiple clusters to a single target. This can be seen in almost every
frame. For example in frame 455 clusters 2 and 4 are assigned to target
4 and clusters 5 and 6 are assigned to target 5.
The tracking results obtained by using the prosed data association
algorithm are discussed in the next section.
6.4.2.2 Tracking Results
To track multiple target every target in the video is assigned an indi-
vidual particle filter. Particle size of Ns = 60 is used for all the particle
filters. Tracking results are shown in Fig. 6.6 with the help of coloured
ellipses around the targets.
Results show that tracker successfully tracks all the targets in frames
334, 379 and 409 when the targets are well apart. The tracker does not
fail when targets 3 and 4 approach each other in frames 440 and 452. It
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Table 6.6. Entropies to priorities the nodes.
Frame Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
334 0.832 0.980 0.822 1.543 1.498 1.534 1.558
409 1.036 0.891 0.945 1.364 1.435 1.386 1.133
455 1.413 1.536 1.321 1.601 1.579 1.365 1.507
468 1.200 1.421 0.873 0.754 1.565 1.324 1.571
476 1.148 1.201 1.241 1.183 1.597 1.602 -
508 1.025 0.998 1.192 1.422 1.344 1.171 -
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Table 6.7. Cluster to target data association results.
Frame Cluster Target Target Target Target Target
No. No. 1 2 3 4 5
1 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 1 0 0
334 4 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 1
6 0 0 0 1 0
7 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 0 1
3 0 1 0 0 0
409 4 0 0 0 1 0
5 1 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 1
7 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 0
3 0 1 0 0 0
455 4 0 0 0 1 0
5 0 0 0 0 1
6 0 0 0 0 1
7 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 1
468 4 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 1
6 0 0 0 1 0
7 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 0 1
476 4 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 0 0
6 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 1
508 4 0 1 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 1 0
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successfully tracks these targets even when target 3 is occluded behind
target 4 in frame 468 and keeps tracking all the targets when target
3 comes out of occlusion in frame 476. Similarly, the tracker does not
lose track of targets 3 and 5 during their cross over in frames 476, 508
and 572.
6.4.3 Performance Comparison
To evaluate the overall performance of the proposed framework it is
compared with the MCMC-PF proposed in Chapter 4, the tracker pro-
posed in Chapter 5, and methods proposed in [3] and [1].
Table 6.8 presents the performance result of the tracker based on the
proposed BP based data association algorithm with the tracking algo-
rithms proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 and with the techniques proposed
by [3] and [1]. The performance results are compiled by using both
AV16.3 and CAVIAR sequences. AV16.3 contains 450 frames while
1000 frames of CAVIAR sequence are used. The results show that the
proposed algorithm has improved the tracking results. There is a sig-
nificant reduction in the wrong identifications which has improved the
overall accuracy of the tracker. Therefore a better performance with
lesser computational cost is achieved with the proposed data associa-
tion algorithm.
6.5 Summary
A novel data association algorithm was proposed to assign multiple
measurements to a target to mitigate the information loss in multi-
target tracking. The work has been built on a tracking framework pro-
posed in Chapter 5 in which data association was performed with the
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(a) Frame 334 (b) Frame 379
(c) Frame 409 (d) Frame 440
(e) Frame 452 (f) Frame 455
(g) Frame 468 (h) Frame 476
(i) Frame 508 (j) Frame 572
Figure 6.6. Tracking results: it is shown that the proposed track-
ing framework can successfully track multiple targets while handling
complex occlusions and close interactions.
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Table 6.8. Comparison of performance of the tracker based on the
proposed BP data association algorithm with tracking algorithms pro-
posed in Chapters 4 and 5 and with the approachs of [3] and [1]
Accuracy MD(%) WI(%) FP(%)
Tracking algorithm [1] 70.23 15.53 10.32 3.92
Tracking algorithm [3] 74.76 13.93 8.54 3.77
Tracking algorithm of Chapter 4 77.35 10.53 4.83 7.29
Tracking algorithm of Chapter 5 86.22 8.94 2.83 2.01
Tracking with BP data association 88.07 7.49 2.14 2.30
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help of a feature based JPDAF approach. The JPDAF used in Chapter
5 for cluster to target association was replaced with a new BP based
approach, which helped to assign multiple clusters to a target with a
lesser computational cost. Unary and pairwise potentials in BP were
designed to exploit both locations and features of clusters to re-identify
the targets when they come out of occlusions. Results showed that
the proposed algorithm successfully assigned multiple clusters to a tar-
get and re-identifications after occlusions was also successfully achieved.
The proposed algorithm improved the overall performance of the track-
ing framework.
Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis considers the problem of online visual tracking of multiple
humans in an enclosed environment. The focus is to develop a robust
multi-target tracking framework which can deal with the challenges
of varying number of targets, inter-target occlusions and interactions
when every target gives rise to multiple measurements (pixels) in every
video frame.
For this purpose an improved head tracking algorithm was proposed
in Chapter 4. In the proposed algorithm the conventional importance
sampling step of the particle filters was replaced with a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling step. Additionally, a new interaction
model and multiple video cues were used within the particle filter to
enhance the robustness of the algorithm toward complex interactions
between targets. The performance of the algorithm was evaluated with
the help of different video sequences. The tracking results showed that
the algorithm successfully handled inter-target occlusions and interac-
tions. Furthermore, to validate the performance of the algorithm, it
153
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was compared with state-of-the-art algorithm due to Khan et al. [1]
by using global evaluations measures. Results showed that the track-
ing accuracy of the proposed algorithm was improved as compared to
Khan et al. [1]. The overall tracking accuracy of the proposed algo-
rithm was increased to 77.35% as compared to the 70.23% accuracy of
the tracking algorithm with the MRF interaction model of [1].
The proposed MCMC particle filter with the new interaction model
used unweighted particles to estimate the posterior distributions of the
state of the targets. To enhance the efficiency of the proposed track-
ing algorithm, a new weighted Markov chain Monte Carlo (WMCMC)
sampling technique was proposed which resulted in a reduced track-
ing error. The mean Euclidean errors for WMCMC particle filter and
MCMC particle filter were compared. Errors were calculated against
the manually annotated positions of the heads of two targets. The
WMCMC particle filter reduced the average errors to 5.16 and 6.58 as
compared to 5.75 and 7.91 of the MCMC particle filter.
To accommodate multiple measurements (pixels) produced by every
target, measurements were aggregated into features. This preprocessing
step however resulted in information loss.
In Chapter 5, a novel variational Bayesian clustering-based multi-
target tracking framework was presented to use multiple measurements
(pixels) originating from a target without aggregating them into fea-
tures. The framework was based on codebook background subtraction,
variational Bayesian clustering, an improved joint probabilistic data
association filter (JPDAF) and particle filters. The JPDAF data asso-
ciation technique backed by the variational Bayesian clustering method
helped in efficient association of multiple measurements to every target.
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This provided a robust solution to mitigate complex interactions and
inter-target occlusions.
To address the challenge of handling variable and unknown num-
ber of targets, the variational Bayesian clustering results were utilised.
A technique based on the size and location of clusters, together with
estimated states of the targets was proposed which ensured that the al-
gorithm accurately and robustly handled a variable number of targets.
Quantitative results were presented for evaluation of the proposed
framework on benchmark data sets. The performance of the proposed
framework was compared with recently proposed techniques of [3], [1]
and the technique proposed in Chapter 4. The global performance
measures showed that the proposed multi-target tracking framework
significantly improved tracking results and outperformed state-of-the-
art algorithms in an enclosed environment. The tracking accuracy of
the proposed multi-target tracking framework was increased to 86.22%
as compared to the 70.23%, 74.76% and 77.35% accuracy of Khan et
al. [1], Laet et al. [3] and MCMC particle filter of Chapter 4 respectively.
The improved tracking results were achieved at the expense of an
increase in the computational complexity. The data association part
of the proposed tracking framework which used the JPDAF exponen-
tially increases the computational complexity with increase in number
of targets. A novel data association technique was therefore proposed
in Chapter 6 for associating multiple measurements to every target.
As in Chapter 5, in Chapter 6 clusters of measurements (pixels) were
associated with targets. The proposed data association technique was
based on a belief propagation approach in which unary and pairwise po-
tentials were designed to exploit both locations and features of clusters
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to re-identify the targets when they emerge from occlusions. This pro-
posed data association technique helped in achieving better handling of
occlusions along with linear growth in computational complexity with
increase in targets. The new belief propagation based data association
technique was used within the tracking framework of Chapter 5 and
tracking results were evaluated on the benchmark video data sets. The
overall accuracy of the tracking algorithm was enhanced as compared
to the tracking framework with JPDAF data association. The accuracy
of the tracking framework with belief propagation based data associa-
tion was improved to 88.07% as compared to 86.22% accuracy of the
framework with JPDAF data association technique.
In summary, a new multi-target tracking framework was developed
by exploiting Bayesian techniques such as particle filters and varia-
tional Bayesian clustering along with efficient data association tech-
niques based on JPDAF and belief propagation which helped in effi-
cient handling of occlusions without any information loss. Secondly,
the proposed framework helped in achieving an accurate estimation of
variable number of targets.
Although the proposed tracking framework lacks real time process-
ing, the computational complexity was restricted to a linear increase
with growth in number of targets. Parallelization of the proposed multi-
target tracking framework and its implementation on graphics process-
ing units or multi-core processors can help in decreasing the computa-
tional time.
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7.2 Future Research Directions
This thesis explored various aspects of multi-target tracking and several
contributions were made to existing state-of-the-art techniques. How-
ever, the different aspects of the proposed tracking framework can be
extended in several ways. This section describes possible future research
directions which can contribute in enhancing the existing work.
A more sophisticated background subtraction technique can be ap-
plied for a better segmentation of the human body. For instance, the
method proposed in [87] is capable of online updating of parameters
which helps in self adaptation of the background subtraction algorithm.
This can help in compensating for changes in illumination conditions.
The detection stage of the proposed framework can further be ex-
tended for outdoor applications with the help of an efficient initiation
of new targets in a cluttered environment. A possible directions can be,
utilizing the existence probability concepts presented in [88], which can
help in initiating new targets in an environment with significant clutter
level and a low probability of detection. Further, detection techniques
such as [53] can also be explored for efficient detection of targets.
Most of the existing multi-target tracking algorithms consider sim-
ple elliptical or Gaussian shapes of targets [3,89]. However, human tar-
gets are non-rigid in nature. Therefore, they can not always be defined
by fixed elliptical or Gaussian shapes. Furthermore, their size may vary
depending on their distance from the camera. Sophisticated methods
have been developed for detection of targets with complex shapes [90].
Exploration of different methods for defining complex shapes of hu-
man targets and using them within the proposed multi-target tracking
framework can be a future research direction. Furthermore, using the
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updated shapes of targets for clustering at every frame can improve the
clustering results and hence can enhance the tracking performance.
The tracking stage of the proposed algorithm which uses a generic
particle filter can be replaced with a more recent particle filtering tech-
nique for better estimation of targets with a reduced computational
complexity. Box particle filters [91] have been recently developed and
can be used within the proposed framework to achieve enhanced track-
ing result with reduced number of particles. This will improve the
computational complexity of the overall tracking framework.
The belief propagation technique used for data association in Chap-
ter 6 is an inference technique which represents an optimization of a free
energy function. A standard belief propagation algorithm approximates
the beliefs at nodes by minimizing the Bethe free energy. However, it
can sometimes fail to converge when the graphs contain cycles [86]. The
belief propagation based data association technique can be enhanced
to accommodate the scenarios when the graphs contain loops. This
can be achieved by using a more advanced version of belief propagation
technique, such as generalised belief propagation [86] which minimises
the Kikuchi approximation to the free energy. A convergent message
passing algorithm proposed in [92] guarantees convergence to a global
minimum for any graph. Implementation of the convergent message
passing algorithm for data association within the multi-target tracking
algorithm can also be a potential future research direction.
The introduction of multi-core processors has brought a great oppor-
tunity to boost processing speed by utilizing the concepts of parallel
processing. Enhancing the processing speed of the proposed multi-
target tracking algorithm by modifying the algorithm for parallel pro-
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cessing can be a future research direction. Graphics processing units
or multi-core processers can be utilised for this purpose.
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